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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM'4ISSION

(
~

-------------------_------------------::
Ea

1 -. In the Matter of: : Docket Nos.
'( :

TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY and : 50-346A
* CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMI!iATING CO. : 50-500A

: 50-501A
(Davis-Besse Nuclear Pcwer Station, :
Units 1, 2 and 3) :

:
and :

: 50-440A
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. : 50-441A
et al. :

:
(Perry Nuclear Pcwer Plant, :
Units 1 and 2) :

.

:
--------------------------------------x

_

P'.rst Floor Hearing Room'
.

'

79.'5 Eastern Avenue
Silver Sprinc, Maryland

'

Tuesday,10 February 1976

Hearing in the above-entitled natter was reconvened,
_

pursuant to adjournment, at 9 :30 a. n. ,

BEFORE:

F MR. DOUGLAS RIGLER, Chairman

fir. .TOHN FRYSIAK, MEMBER

- MR. IVAN SMITII, !! EMBER
.

APPEARANCES:

(
As heretofore noted.e

_
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EXHIBITS: MARKED RECEIVED

(' DJ Exhibits 19 thru 23;
DJ Exhibits 26 thru 33;
DJ Exhibits 35 thru 39;
DJ Exhibits 41 thru 65 4616

DJ Exhibits 71 thru 76 4619

DJ Exhibits 78, 79, 81 and 82 4631

DJ Exhibit 83 4634
.

DJ Exhibits 84, 86, 87, 39 and 90 4633
,

DJ Exhibits 91 thrcugh 104 4645

DJ Exhibits 105 through 107 4654

DJ Exhibits 109 through 117 4654.

'

| ( DJ Exhibits 119 through 131 4654

DJ Exhibits 132 thru 138,
; DJ Exhibits 140 thru 145,
| DJ Exhibits 149 thru 16G 4656

DJ Exhibits 167 thru 176 4660 |

|

-

!
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EXHI3ITS: MARKED RECEIVED_

DJ E::hibit 177 4705 470?

*
_ (letter from Robert Hart to

Karl Rudolph, dated July 9,
1975, with attachment, tuc-

'

page letter to John Engle,
and attachment, letter fron

' Howard Cunmins to Ralph N. ;

Meistor, dated April 15, '

'

1975)

DJ E::hibit 178

(Letter from Mr. Hart to
Mr. R. M. Coppers, dated
October 9,1975) 4719 4728

4723
DJ Exhibit 179(DJ00016G56) 4727

( DJ Exhibit 180(011226) 4727

DJ Exhibit 181(DJ0000G955 4731 4733

DJ Exhibit 182 (DJ00006954) 4733 4733
.

DJ Exhibit 133 (DJ-00006953) 4734 4734

j DJ Exhibit 184 (00006952) 4725 4735

' DJ Exhibit 185 (00006942-51) 4736 4741.

DJ Exhibit 186 (DJ011131) 4744 4 32

DJ Exhibit 187 (DJ011129) 4746 4752
,

DJ Exhibit 188 (00006936-37) 4753.
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{ MR. CHARNO: The Department trould like to

begin this morning by offering into evidence some of the
introduced. ,

i documents / yesterday and identified on the record at that time.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.,

MR. CHARNO: We would like to offer into

evidence DJ Exhibits 19 through 65. -

MR. STEVEN BERGER: May I have one second,

please?

First of all, if I may, on behalf of Ohio

Edison, the documents which were put in against Ohio Edison

and now with regard to Pennsylvanic Powcr manifest what

the contractual relationships were and presently are Tiet

necessarily with regard to the Depcrtment of Justice'S

docwnents here--but certainly through Mr. Guy, the existing

contracts between the company and the small system; in its

area are in evidence with regard to the small systems in

their area.

The contractual relationships with the small

systems and the particular provisions in contracts that

are no longer in effect from 1965 until 19-- that were in

/
effect from 1965 to 1972, we believe, and we have stated*

- on the record and we have objected to their admission
.

as not having a sufficient relationship to the c::isting

situation so as to justify their admission into this

record as having any probative value.
i

.
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Prom 1965 to tha present- the Ecard han taken a

( different viev notwithshanding the fact that thase provi-

sions are not in effect.
*

-w
( As to contractual relationships and thesa

provisions .in contracts that existed prior to 1965, we.

believe they cannot have any probative value even under the

Board's view.

They are not the present contracts in effect

with the small systems in the company's area. Me Scn't

feel they should be admitted into the record for purposos

of showinc what the relationships were with tha parties in

the '50s, 1960, 1961, '62, '63, '64, and 1965 to thc antent tha%

the Board feels there is a specific cut-off date. namely
7
\

Seprember 1965. If any of these contracts were in effect

for a two-month period in 1965, we would object on the

earlier bases that we objected that we don't think they have

probative value to the existing situation because they do

not affect the existing contractual relationchips with

the parties.

Under the Board's prssant ruling, we don't

believe the contractual relationships in existence bobween

*

the parties prior to September 1, 1965 have prchative

\
value for purposes of the Board's review.'--

.

end 1

._.

'

h -w -v-h
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EAK:bwl That is a general cbjection with ragard to many

( S2
~

of the documents that we ara taling abou:. If you uant r:c

to specify which ones in particular ue are talhine about,.I
. -s

.

will do so.,

Ithcught at the cucaec, since many of our objections.

will be going to this, it was better at the cutcet to set it
|

forth more genarally.

CHAIPJIAN RIGLER: Do the pre-1965 contracts tell

us anything about a continued course of dealing en behalf

of Chio Edison or Pennsylvania Pcwer? Can we look to the

pre-1965 contracts with respect to cotive or intent of the

company respecting its treatment or its ceurce of dealings

with municipalities within its service arca?
!

MR. STEVEN EERGER: Well, th6 fact they had

-

contractual relationships, yes, sir. Scycnd thac, as f ar

as the course of conduct -- let e.o try try to stat it this

way: As I understand it, as to those contractual relation-

ships and particular proviciens that were in effect fren

'65 until 1972 and are no longer in effect, it is whatever
-

inferences the Department of Justico would wcnt the Board to

draw from the contracts, as far ac notive and intent, if the
' Board is willing to go back to 1965 for purposes of draving

(~
those inferences.

1-

Going back further than 1965, the Doard hac nade
{
|

the conclusion we will not draw inferences with regard to !
l

|

4
;

! Y

i
'

0.

]L
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conduct or relationships that existad prior to that tine.

ffe have now thrae Ects of contracts that are being7
( bw2

sought to be introduced againct us, some having different

' '

(' provisions and some with regard to different chargen that the

Department of Justice is alleging tith regard to certain
.

provisions in the most ecrly contracts that were not

~

in ef fect in the intervening centracts and certainly are

not in effect today.
.

As to those contractc, if they were in effect for

a two-month period, from let's say September to Toveir.bor 1965,

'
if the Board believes that those two ncnths are sufficiently

.

probative so as to bring into this record those -bulk of

documents and to consider the charges with rogard to the,

{
provisions in those contracts that are different than

the '65 contracts or the existing contracts, we still cbject
' '

on the basis that we earliar cbjectad, but that is for the

Board to decido.
.

CHAIRt4AN RIGLEn: I understand your point. I'm

'

just saying let's take a centract in offect from 'GO to '64
,

which was then superseded by a '64 to '70 centract end

perhaps in '70 superseded by another contract.

I'm asking if the '60 to '64 contract which comes*

out of the linits of the time period we cet for discoverys-

e

might none the loss be probati 73 of the intsnt or motive cf

Ohio Edison, let's say, to --

,

- e ..-
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MR. STEVEN BERGER: Soll power at wholesale.

- CHAIRMAN RIGLER: To prevent, let's sny, a
'

.

-

municipality from reselling power which it acquired fren
.

Ohio Edison.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: You are asking Me if it is.

probative of that?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Yes. If the '60'54 centract
.

contained a provision which was repeated in the later

contracts.

.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: You have raised a problem with

regard to -- if you are going to be considering d.ocuments,

relationships and particular provisionc of contr:cta dating
- back until the mid-50s for purposes of drawing inferencco

t

as to continuing course of conduct and motive and intent,

then,we are in a different ball game, if you will, with

regard to what we are golig to be doing on our casan and
.

what we are going to be doing with regard to the creas-

examination of witnesses and should be entitled to with

regard to the cross-examination of witnesses, to proba the

questionst of motiva and intent in the 50s.

You are broadening the case by doing it, I think.
-

i f that is what we are talking.'about. Then it is certainly-

k_ an impression I had that it was from '55 until the precent
.

- action, even if something is not in existenco today and doasn't

show the existing situation, that we are going to motive
,

s --
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and intent in '65, but certainly not prior to '65 ror
bw4

(
- purposes of showing that motive and intent.

.

The Board's view, I think, has been that it
O

has no probative value for our purposec,

'

of course, if they are bringing it in for thate

'

purpose, then I don't think we can be barrad fron crosc-

'

examination, nor can we be barred in our direct case from

going back as far as we can to hev that was not our native

or intention.

MR. CHARNO: It is the Department's intention

that exhibits 24 through 43, which were contracts in effect

prior to 1966 contain restraints upon alienation, which

were perpetuated in effect, though not in identical form,
J

in the contracts which beccme effective in 1966 uhich are exhibitn
.

44 through 61.

In addition to being probatibe of intent, it is

the Department's position that longstanding restraints

on 8110 nation $wher they take the form of customar or

territerial allecations over a period of coveral decades

can rigidify the competitive relatienships or rigidify the

| structure and territorial boundaries, co that there 10
, .

- no opportunity when such restraints nra lifted for competiticn

i
'

i *
at that point.

t

You can have syctems built up to cach other te
l

_
such an extent that the duplication of facilities required

i
t

- _.
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for competition would make it uneconenic to actually engage
bwS

( in competition.

If that posture could be brcepht about by
, c

territorial allocation over cevaral dsc:Ce wa feel they

have a great bearing over the c:npetitive structure and
,

competive relationships in the Ohio Ediaen area.

CHA RMAN RIGLER: If the rectraints in alienation

contained in these contracts to which you refer .rere

included in the 1966 reviciens or new contracts, uhy do

you have to go earlier than '66 to catchlich your p61nt?

MR. CHARNO: 1.*o would feel that it is pi;chative,

the duration of time for which these centracts have been

in effect.
7

In addition, the statenent in a the pro-56 centractc
?

are somewhat loss sophisticated statemento, and I think are

helpful in construing the positiens we ragard as comparable

in the post-66 contracts.

CHAIEIRN RIGLER: Mr. Bergar, cre th. ore any

contracts which ter:cinated before the Septembsr 555

discovery cut-cff date?

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Not that I am afarc cf, yccr

'

Honor.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: If we have a contract --
.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: When you cay any, do you mean

- any municipal or cooperative contract?
|

. . _ _ _ . _
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CHAIRBU.N RIGLER: Any included in tha

( list of Justice Department a::hibits.

MR. STEVEN DERGER: Uct that I en awars of, your
o rx

\ ROnor.

.
. CHAIRFJJi RIGLER: If we had a contract signed in

1958, but continued in et'fect until 19:19 --1

MR. STiWEN DERGER: I don't think we hrso that kind

of situation.

~'
ES2

4

i

.

$
a 5

.

c

.ed

O

I
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As to the co-ops, perhaps,-but ac to the

(' municipalities, we are really talking abcut, as I believe --

the effective dates c.f the nes.' contracto, '55 to '72 contracts
. .

are from November 1, 1955.

, We are talking about a two-rsonth p2riod.

I'm sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt your train of thought.

(The Ecard conferring.)

MR. CHARNO: Mr. Chairman, for clarifice. tion,

although Exhibits 44 through 61 became effective as of the 1965

date, a number of them were not signed until 1965 and

therefore the earlier enhibits, 24 chrcugh 43, vere actually

; in effect until 1966, though the subsequent contracts were

made retroactively effective in terms cf ratea.
,

In terms of restrictive pro *>icions, they were

beyond the end of 1965 and into '56 for one, two or three

months.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You are saying the parties con-

tinued to deal in accordance with the terma of the earlier

contracts during the period of negotiation and cigning of the

later contracts?

MR. CHARUO: That's correct.

'

MR. STEVE'l BERGER: I can't ncoept that

(' representation. I think fir. Charno is doing it on the basis
.

of those facts.

'
.._ As to what the parties were actually dealing with

.

.w. e .-
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,

-

in terms of the contracts in ths months we cra tclking

about after Eovember 1, 1965, I think ee really nead

some facts if the Board intends to ache any determination, ,

on the basis of that representation.

-

CEAIRMAN RIGLER: Okay.

Although the Beard is in cuhstancial agrensent

with Mr. Berger's point thc.t it is not fruitful to loch into

the '50s to determine if a cituation inconsintent viet th e

antitrust laws is being mcintained today, nonetheless,
,

the September 1 cut-off date strikes us us ons which was

urged upon us by the Applicants.

We will admit all con .racts which mre in
's effect on September 1, '65, even though they e::tonded

only for a few months into the period.

The Board deferred in cubstantial part to the

Applicant's wishes in selecting that as a termination

date.

For that date to mean anything, it maans even though

November, October or shortly af ter that date, they would
.

still be relevant for purposes of this procacding.

So if a contract was signed aarlier, but wac
.

f in effect, we will accept that contract into evidence
N.-

during that twc-month period..

MR. STINEM BERGER: Let me nake this statement:

I think you kncu I was net involved in

!

|
<

.-4- ~

_ _ _ .
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,

discovery. Mr. Reynolds, on behclf of all the Applicants,
r
(

was involved.

The September 1, 1965 cut-off date was a date*
,

selected for purposes of discovery and the discovery being
.

for purposes of determining uhat evidence should be --

allowing people to discover to determino evidence that

might be admissible at the time of a trial.

'The September 65 dato that was urged upon you was

_

urged upon you for purposes of discovery and the burden it

would be placing upon the Applicant, and really the lack of

any possible prcbative value to go bac:c beyond that data,

even for purposes of discovery.

; I don't believe that the Applicants have ever

urged upon you~a September '.65 date for any purposes other
,

than discovery, and it Las only been as far as hcw the Board

is willing to go back to determine uhat the e:cisting

situation is in terms of looking to past relationships

no longer in effect as it casts some probative value

upon the e::isting situation; that ic scmething that the

Board is not by any means estchliched a September '65 date

at the urging of the Applicants or others.
,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Wo. sill place substantially

-

more reliance on the terms and provisions of the post '66

contracts. We would give only limited weight to the

earlier contracts, but we will ndmit them and that

. .

w T
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would be our ruling.

If there are any contrc.cte included in that group

.
.

which expired earlier, we would loos at that.
.

MR. STEVEN SERCER: Do I understand to the
..

extent that the Board is admitting acntracte that uure in

ef fect prior to Septrar.ber 1965 that the Board is not 1cching

to the existence of those contracts prior to 19G5 ac being

evidence of anything that they are .yoing to be considering?

The reason that you c.ro admitting them ic

because they were in effect on Septanbcr 1965, and whatever *

probative value you attach to it, it is going to be on

the basis of the two raonths i: hat pay httie -- that these

( contracts may have been in enictence Srem Saptsaber 1955

until Novcmber 1965.

,CHAITJ!AN RIGLER: It is > candition unich was

in existence as of tnat cut-off c'ata.
<

?iR. STEVEN EERGE2: Okay.
*

,

Just one further e;cample:

We have Pennsylvanic Power contracts here
,

dated 1938. Now, if it is frcm 1930 until 1955,

. December 1965, let's say --
.

( CHAIF31AM RIGLER: It wonid not be fruitful for ,

s.-

you to call a Pennsylvania Powcr vitnecc to explain the.

motives and intents of Pennsylvania Pcuor,

t
v

in 193.8. -

- . . . . _ _ _ ..
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MR. STEVEN BERCE2: In termc cf making proposed

(- findings and conclucions, the Departnent cannot mako

conclusions . based on anything pric: to 1965 es'to. ,

the relationship between the parties.

.

CHAIRMTdi RIGLER: 11' . Charno obviously has

indicated he would like to 1cok at the contracts during

- the earlier period for purposes of seeing if rhe industry

structure wds rigidified, I believe ucs his word.

MR. BERGER: I think,ue need comething more

definitive from the Board.in regard to thic.

If we are going to be admitting pre '65 docunente

on anything other than the generalized statsaent made

i by the Department, ue need something nore to ucrk with.

CEAIRMAN RIGLER: fir. Charno cay be able to argue a

condition in es:istence as of September '65, and that uenld

give you essentially what you want.

So I believe that we would receive ther. cnly to

indicate that these contract provicicn were in existence

as of September '65. Hcw they cane into enistence, I thinh,

may be getting a little remote in tine for out- purposec.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Could we possibly have a
.

. five-minute recess on this? It is a matter of some(~.

, importance, I think, for all of the Applicants in torns

of -- I think we are establishing something in the way of
'v

a rule in a mors fermal context today than it has been

. _ _ . - _ . _
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established haretofore. I think our counsc1 should have(
the benefit.

CHAIR!1AU RIGLER: I don't think it in necessary.
-

...s

We have ruled. rou hava cur ruling.

Secondly I .rar.t to renind you that we hcVe always

stated that for good cause .Thown, we will go bz.ch prior

to that 1965 period.

I'm not convinced under the circusctances

that these centracts need to be a::anined prier to that

period.

If you take the f act of their enistenca as of

September 1, '65, the Department, I think can procecd

( from there.

But in another individual instanco on a
.

particular and specific matter, if somecne can demonstrate
b '

good cause for going back earlier than 'G5, wa may permit

it.

MR. STEVEl BERGER: Just so that I understand it
as clearly as I can. For example, a provicion in a

contract that was in existence from 1957 cr '56 until

Nvoenber 1965 that had a provision in it some way rastricting,

( the right of a municipality to carve to an industrial

- custcmer which provision was not in the centractc frca

November 1965 onward, in any contract, do I understand
v.

from what the accrd is saying that the only prchttive
i

- . . - . . . . - . .

7
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value they will attach to that ccatract is that cuch

I restrictive provisien, allegedly rastrictiva provision,

-

was in the contract frcu Septembcr 1, 19 55 2cr th a

tfo months that such provision w.to in effecz?
.

CHAIREM RIGLER: h ould take it ca

probative.value that as or Septarahar 1, '55, it wac by contract

agreed between Ohio Edison c.nd some othar party that the

other party would not serve industrial customers.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: The other contracts

indicating that two months lator the nrovision was no longer

in effect?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Obvicucly va would consider it.

( MR. REYSOLOS: On behalf of all .'of the Applicantc,

in light of your ruling, I wculd like to reserve the right

to introduce evidence to the extent it is necessary to

explain whatever the condition is that the Board is going to
1look at an of September 1, '65.

|

To the extent we are going to admit contractual

arrangements that go back earliar than that hine, but were
-

in existence as of it, may; be incumbent on the Applicants

, to go bach prior to '65 to explain to the Eonrd why the

condition was in existence as of chat time as part of the
'

Applicant's direct case.

I want to reserve the right so we don't get to |

i''
the situation of saying we will look tt '55 for purposes of

-_- - ~
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the contract that the Dupertr. tant :.a lenking at and not

[-
- let the Applicants e:rplair. the contant of dI r.: freer. ant

' - or what the situation was at the ,:ime tha agraement uac. _
.

,.,

\ at tha time the agreement w:.s etteref into as part of ita
. .

a5firmative casa in order to dezonct ata er co:cnter the
'

claim or rigidity which Mr. Charna is trying ::o infer, by

saying there wac a condition ac of a certain deta.

CHAIRMAN RIGLE2: If tra permit you to do that, va

might as well let tha contract ccme in fcr all purpocos.

We might as well take away ths reliaf wa gavh to Mr.

Berger.

If you are able to negne to:ive mr3 intent of

( the parties at the time the~ contrar:t was ligned, why would

we prevent Mr. Charno frca doing the came thing?

ZiR. REY 1:OLD3: The prcblem I hr.'s is that
.

we hava Section 2 allegations which go to the acquisition,

- and =aintenance of monopcij pow 2r, If we un a a condition

being in existenca as of c crsrrain date, an<i tre are going

to move from that point an the nyplicant incing charges

under Section 2, should be abic ce gc back on taci;-
1

affirmative case and e:< plain how ths situation are.se, !
I. .
,

i

came to be, and what the situation f.s.
|

x
-- end.3-.

.
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.

Now, I don't have any problem having a cut-off

(~ 4 - point which starts with any coatracts in effect after '65,

bwl but if we are going to start with contracts that
_

.m
I were in effect frem a '53 through to '63 or whatevar it is,

if the Applicants have a story to tell as tc he'.i that-

situation arose and what the structuro was at that ti:ao and

what impa.:t that has on this case, I don't think they

should be barred frcm giving that side of the story, once

the Department has interjocted an inferance of rigidity

- by virtue of the fact that as of a certain date there vore

contracts in existence that had been in c::istenco for a

cartain number of years.

CHAIR!!AN RIGLER: Wa will approach that tihen ud

if the prchlem arises.

I cautien you that what you cculd be doing is

opening the door for the Department to cc:1e in on robuttal

and tell its cide of the story, too.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Wa have specific points of

clarification as to some of these documents.

First of all, I believe the Departmant's exhibits

marked for identification as numbers 24, 25, 34 and 40,
,

have as the first page after the covar page, the rate
7

t
schedule which refers to the contract between the

' municip'ality and the cenpany and no contract is attached,
~

although, in all of the other enes they are.

.

4-hr'--si ee s -b & mLee- e r- N * e .,.pih.w -%-we- --A
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MR. CHAM?O: The Departcent can only stats

b that this in the entiro filing with the Federal Power

Commission and that their records do not diclesa the filing
.

O
of the contract.

~ We specifically ingyired chout thece four anhibits.

They de riot have a contract in their official files.

If the Applicants would care to submit the contract

that was in effect, we will appand it to ths e.&ibit.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Your Honor, I essume that this

was just an oversight on the part of the Department.
.

The Department states in their offor of prcof with regard

to these documents that the offer of proof on this

( documents is that this document is being submitt::d in support

of the Department's allegatien that Ohio Edison has

restraints upon alienation, anticompctitive provisions in

its contracts with its miinicipal wholesale cuctexers.

'

Now, this tariff, the tariffs that cza act forth

in here specifically refer to centracts and the tariff

is not the contract.

And the red-lined pcrtions specifically are

referring to a document that is not part of the exhibit.
.

, MR. CHARNO: I don't believa I understood the--

A

last statement that you made.

MR STEVEU BERGER: Wcll, the first portion of

-

the tariff states that available to incorporating

.

..~-~r....-...me . -,~me.--w, - - -
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communities only in operating electric dictribution system

(' ' pricr to January 1, 1954 for rasala of electricity to its

customers at retail and for municipal installations acrved

(~~ from its distribution systen.

. This rate is not available to such municipalities

for the resale of alectric service for inductrial pcuar

service, except as providad for in the contract between

the municipality and the ccm.pany.

Now, the contract between the municipality

and the company, to the extent it allows for cuch sales,

has not been made a part of the oxhibit.

It reflecta tha contractual relationships between

the parties and certainly with regard to all other

similar docenants, othar than the ones I nentionad the

Department has identified them as exhibits with the contracts.

Again, I had raised it just as a matter of

oversight on the part of the Dopcrtnent,

| I didn't realize it was comething thay had cocn and

' determined that this was all they really needed.

-

MR. CHARNO: Is Counsel offering to supply copies

of the contracts that would be appropriata for Exhibits 24,
'

#

25, 34 and 407

~

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Does the Department believe.

-
,

lthey new need the contrcet as part of this er.hibit
!
l

|for purposes of ecaplateneso? Then, we will determine how 1

1

. . - .-- .
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we will provide it.

{ MR. CHARNO: Wa have indicated cu.i. Willingnass

- to include that centract. If Ccunsal will nake it
,

(s available, wo will be happy to do so.

. CHAIRMJJi RIGLER: The contract ves not apponed
.

appended to the filing in tha FPC?

MR. CHARNO: That la correct.

CHAIRMAM RIGLER: So you do not hava a copy of

the contract?

- MR. CHARNO: That is right.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: So it seems to na you are

- entitled to have the contract included, Mr. Borger, but

- given the Department's response, I would think you would,

supply it.

MR. STEVEh" BERGER: I'm informcd by fir. Xcyrha

that the contracts were made ava11cbio during discovery.

CHAIRMJT RIGLER: If they were, let's not

quibble over it. Let's supply then.,

,

; MR. STEVEN BERGER: I would assume the Dapartment

-- has them.

2. CHAIR!!AN RIGLER: Well, he said they don't e

'

. ;. have them.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Do I und3rstand from the.

-

Department that they have nowhere in their files in the

discovery they obtained from the Applicants, the contracts

|

,
_ _ _
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we are referring to and if that be the esse, we will

( try to secure those contracts.
,

.

( 14

.

/

,

1

1

%
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CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We will take you up on your

( - orrer.
. .

The Department will let you know if thay have
-

(
'

them. If they don' t have them, then Ohio Edison will
.

supply them.

.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: The offer of proof mcde

reference to a contractual relationship between the parties.

It is an unsponsored exhibit, and I'm objecting on the

basis now of the tariff coming '.n without the contract.

I suggest we withhold it until we find the contracts and

we will reserve decision on the cdmission of the documant.

CEAIRMAN RICLER: We will recerve admission,

' until the contracts can be appended, but I will direct you

to make sure that they are availabic t'o the Department, if

the Department cannot locate them in their files.

Now which numbers were those?

1R. CHARNO: 24, 25, 34, and t.0.

b.r. Chairman, yesterday you raised a questica, I

.

believe, with respect to the Department's exhibits for

identification, DJ 17 through 23, as to the dato at whichs

those contracts were terminated.,

I was unable to answer you at that time. Review,

(_
'

of those documents indicates that each of those e::hibits has

a notice of cancellation appended to it in the last pages which
.

indicate the dates of termination cf the contract.

.

sw,
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CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.

(
MR. STEVEN B2RGER: Your Honor, additionally,

I know the Board is ancicus to r.ove on, wo do have problems'

.,

(
i

with certain of the documents that they really aren't
.

legible.

I think we can work with tha Departnant in trying

to make the record as clear as it can be with the docuuents

that can be read, and rather than specify anch document

that can't be read and the particular portions that

can't be read, ue will try to work then out.

If we have problems, I think it best to come

back to you at that time rc.ther than burden the record C

( with it at this pointe

CHAIRID.N RIGLER: Fine.

Mr. acrger, does that concluda your objections?

MR. STEVEN 3ERGER: Mith regard to the documcnts

24 through -- 19 through 55, yes Tour Honor.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: I make a continuing objection

on behalf of all Applicants other than Ohio 3dison

With respect to those documentc..

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The continuing objection>

\
'

is overruled.

Documents 19 through 23 are hereby admitted.

Documents 26 through 33 ars admitted.

- - - .-
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Documents 35 thrcugh 39 are hereby adraitted,
-

( and Docuraenta 41 through 55 are hereby admiti;cd.

(DJ 2::hibits 19 thru 23,-

t

26 th- u 33, 3 5 thrt 39, and
.

al thru 55, previously marked

for identification, ucre

raceived in evidence.}

CHAIRMAli RIGLER: You may renew ycur moticn for cdmis

sion of 24, 25, 34, and 40 uhen the problem with the

contracts is recolved.

MR. CHARITO: The Departnant would like to withdraw

Exhibit 66, and will not offer it into evidence.

The Department would like to offer into ovidence

at this point Exhibits 67 through 75. We realine there are

some legibility problems, and we will work with the
.

Applicants to supply completely legible copics of all of

the contracts therein.

MR. STEVEN DERGER: May I just have a tonent,

Your Honor?

Your Honor, the 67 thrcugh 70 are the Pennsylvania

Power wholesale contracts that were in exishence prior,

to 1966.
..

They are wholly illegible. I'm not saying that

I don't know that there are copies of thesa documents in
-

existence that may be more 1.egible. I cartuinly
-

couldn't, on the basis of the offor cf proof that was cade by

- - _ . , . . . . - . .
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.Mr. Charno yesterday with regard to the Pannsylvania

Power contracts, refer to thoso contracts in determining

whethar or not the offer of proof wns sufficient, and-

(
in fornulating whatever objections I have. I didn't have a

.

readable copy.

CHAIR'GN RIGLER: We will defer reccipt of

these into evidence until we can solve the legibility

problem.

MR. STEV2U BERGER: 7 cur Honor, as to the

offer of proof made with regard to the admission of these

documents as ' showing a territorial agreement er showing

that the company has caforced certain restrictive provisions

( against the municipal wholesale customers of Pennsylvania
e

Power. I have objection on the grounds that there isn't

; sufficient nexus between those contracts and the
l situation alleged'to be incennistent with the antitrust laws

and the activities under the licanse, and I 7:eeliza that

there are issues in this proceeding dealing with the

contractual relationships between the parties that it does

go to, so that I'm a little bit -- I'm certainly not in a

position to shy I- hEve no objection to the adniscion ofe ,

those documents.

'

It has been nore or less understcod that with

regard to other documenta that corae in, they come in with
~s

regard to certain issues that the Depart:. tent sayn that

. + . _ . - . - - . - , . - - . - - - . - . . .
1
\
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. they relate to.

But with regard to the offer of proof made as to

these documents, I think we object on ths. basis of the* -

: offer of proof that was made.
.

Page 4512 in the transcript, it says,

"Since mid-1966, PPC has enforced territerial allegation --

pardon me, territorial and customer allocation provisionc

'

in its contract with its municipal wholocale customers,

thereby eliminating thoce systems' ability to ecmpete

with it for industrial, commercial and residantial

customc.3 at retail.'

When that offer of prcof nac reado, I'm not

subscribing to that offer of proef when I don't rcice

objection with regard to the admissibility of the docunant
;

otherwise to the issues that the Board hac delineatcd

for determination in this proceeding.

MR. CHARNO: It is the Departnant's position.

of course, that as we explained in brief a restraint

on alienation can also be construed to be a territorial

or customer allocation.
~

MR. STEVEN BERGER: I'm saying by adcitting a,

document without objection because of the offer of proof,

'

it doesn't mean I'm acquiascing or stipulating to what the

Department's offer of proof scys that it shows.
.s. s

CHAIRUd1 RIGLER: That is understood.

|
.

-+s m '%
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MR. REn! OLDS : Continuing objection on behalf

of all Applicants other than Pennsylvania Pcuer.

CIIAIRMAN R GLER: Continuing objaction is over-.

,

ruled, and Nos. 71 through 76 arc admitied into evidence
.

'

at this time.

(DJ Exhibits 71 thru 76,
t

_. previously marked for

identification, wara

received in evidence.)
i

MR. CHARNO: The Department would like to offer

exhibits for identification DJ 78, 79, and C1 through 03.

77 and 30 we vill withhold until we can secure

i~ a more legibio copy or type a more legibio ecpy to present

to Applicants for their concurrence in itz translation.

MR. IGEE: Your Honor, with respect to these

documents which were marked for identificaticzi, we have

some qualifications which we would like to gs.t from Mr.

Charno.

Yesterday he offered three ocparate offers of

proof, the substnnce of which was Toledo Edison was pa-ty to a

Buckeye agreement, which was anticempatitivo in not'.tre.
,

The second was that we hava the Applicants of this
.

Buckeye agreement to the- cities of ::apoleon and Bryan.-

The third was to support the allegations relating
7

m

to Ohio Edison's participation in the Buckeye arrangsments.

.
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_ Transcript 4521, 22 --

MR. CHARNO: And 23.

- - x MR. KLEE: The clarification I wculd like to get.

from Mr. Charno is with respect to each of these documents
.-

which one or more of these offers of proof is equivalent

to each specifically with respect to No. 78, is it Mr.

Charno's intent to intreduce this cocument for any purpose

- other than to support his offer of proof with respect to

- Ohio Edison?
'

MR. CHARNO: It is the Department's intention

to introduce 78 and 79, which are a letter 2 cque: t and

telegram reply as evidence of a discussion of the

-

anticompetitive restraint and its implementation by the

chief executives of both Ohio Edison and Toledo Edison.

cnd 5

.

.

.

h

w _r

m% e
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. .[* 1
;

I MR. KLEE: It is not your purpose to introduce

[ - this for any other purpose than described in your general

offer of proof?*

. .

MR. CHARNO: It would be cpplicable to all three

general purposes stated.

MR. KLEE: Wa would object to the introduction

of these two exhibits, 73 and 79, as they relate to'

.
. , -

Napoleon and Bryan, as far as that offer of proof gocs,

because neither of these docunants either montion Napoleon'

or Bryan concerning any mattar relating to them.

MR. CHARNO: We would take e::ception to Counsel's'

i

latter characterization in that it is -- both of those"

. - documents deal with the implementation of contractual

provisions which subsequently were implemented in t manner*

.

to anticompetitively affect both Bryan and Napoleen.'

We grant ncither Bryan nor Napoleon is
;

mentioned in either of the document in question.
|

MR. KLEE: Your Honor, I would further like to

point out that neither of these two documents make any
i

.
mantion of what Toledo Edicen's position is. They otreitly ;

related to discussions or conversations between Chio |
|=

- Edison and Ohio Power. There is no mention at all of i

Toledo Edison in either of them.
.

! MR. CHARNO: We would again take e:: caption to that

i characteri=ation, though not to the fact that is stated.
|

I

l
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78, which came from the files of Tolade Edison, which I

believe they have admitted contains a note, handwritten wnich-( ,e

bears the initials of the presiden't relating e. conversation
.

f presumably between himself and the presidant of Ohio
' Edison and that was the basis for my reference that this

,

documents constitutes evidence of the diccessien of - > .c .e

restraint and the implementation theraof, nicna the paragraph

directly indicated abcva is a discussion of the language

which appears both in the Ohio Edison, Ohio Pcrer agreement .

.
and in the Toledo Edison agreement which are part of the

Buckeye arrangment which we allcgad to be the anticompetitive
.

'

restraint upon resale that is erbodiad in the Buckeya

arrangements.
,

MR. KLEE: Your Honor, those are difforant

Buckeye arrangeznents. This is not the same contract

that Toledo Edison hac with Buckeye Pcwer.

We would characterite any notes en this pago

as merely referring to the arrangement betueen chic Edison

and Ohio Power.

It has nothing to do with Toledo Edicen and'

,

Buckeye Power.

*

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Klee, it cays Mansfield'

' of the opinion that the abovo would be applicable to all
.

companies' rate.
~

8MR. KLEE: I believe it continuea to say, I n not -

.__ .
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CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Ecwever, above refers to

( - application to Ohio Power

MR. CHARNO: The ccntractual provicicn, if not --
,

? CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Are you suggesting that '

..

Mr. Mansfield is told -- whcco initiale are thece?'

MR. CHARNO: Mr. Davis, the precident 6f Toledo

Edison.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Can ne raad this cs indicating

Mr. Mansfield told Mr. Davis that this applies to all

companies,which would includa Toledo Edison?

MR. KLEE: I don't see how it could be read that

way.

( MR. CHAPRO: We would like to point out one small

addition. The two agreements, ens, the TE agreement and

the other, the Ohio Edison agrceir.cnt are both specifically

- referenced in paragraph 2 and the anticompetitiva restraint

is contained in the definition of delive- i peints energy'

in one agreement and the b Buckaye Power requirement in
.

the other agreement.

. They are both identified and the icnguage is

almost identical, if not abcolutely identical.
.

.
I don't have copics of the two before r,te at this

.

o - point.

CHAIPMAN RIGLERr All right.

MR. KLEE: Your Honor, that is e::actly the

. . .
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problem with this type of unsponsored decuront. If he wants-

bw4
to introeuce the other agreettent and introduce evidence

{
:

'

about that, he should do it in thct manner and not try to
.

I decipher the meaning, whatever it may be out of tho

,
- marginal note which is to my way of thinking susceptible

'
to many interpretations.,

MR. CHARNO: Both agreements are in evidence
,

at this time.
.

- MR. FL3E: I don't see tha purpoco. 4

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Any other cbjections?

We have had sufficient argument.

*

,
MR. KLEE: No, your HCnor. Not to these tuo.

MR. STEVEN BERGEd: Ycur HOncr, the Departnant's
i

of fer of proof with regard to these doctmento refers

specifically to the Department's charge in its September

'

5 filing that in 1966 on -- vith ragard to Ohio Edicen --

' entered into an agreement with Ohio Power Company that
'

restrict the sale of power by rural electric cooperatives

' by municipal wholesale customers of Ohio Edisen , thereby
*

foraciosing competition and supplying bulk power.,

"
Just prior to the execution of the so-called

.
"

Buckeye agreements which would include the invector-owned

utilities entering into relationships directly with Luckeye
.

'

and Ohio Power entering into a relaticnship with Chio

Edison with regard to the cocporativos in Ohio Edison-

.

,_% q 9- e . - ---+-=o --
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territory, the precise question with regard to ths ,;

- Department of Justice's charge and the reforcaca to the

-

antipirating statute in Ohio and whethcr or not it applied ,

1
.

(' to retail, as well as wholesalw uns semathing that was i
~

specifically discussed with, and generated documants by i

.

the Department of Justico, in which the Department of |
1

Justice agreed on the basis of a letter interpretation ;

of the antipirating statute by an attorney for Ohio Power

which stated that in his view there had not been a definitive

interpretation of the antipirating ctatute in Ohio and its

applicability, to wholesale, as well au retail, but in his
,

opinion, it applied to wholesale, as well as retail.

At that tima, the Department of Justica said

(
that they had not intended to, in any way, instituts

'

proceedings with respect to the Euckeye project centractc
'

as ammended in the manner indicated chova.

The manner indicated above was making specific |
l

reference to the antipirating statute and the inclusion

in those contracts of language which would specifically

refer to the antipirating statute. ;
.

On the basis of Mr. Turner's -- the representative

.

of the Department of Justice -- agreemont not to instituta

proceedings, those agreements were amended and wara signed
.

off on the precise language suggested by Mr. Turner.

The basis of the agreament on the Capcrtment of

.

4 e. --
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bw6 Justice's part was that until such time as there hrc bacn
.( ' ~ a definitive interpretation under Ohio law as to whether

or not the antipirating statute applies to wholescle,
,

as well as retail, we will not instituto any proceedings

with regard to the competitive nature of that particular*

provision.

To my knowledge, there has never been a definitive

interpretation under chio law of the particular chatute,

namely, the antipirating statuto, construing it to be

applicable to wholesale, as well as retail.

I believe the Department of Justica at his point

in time to be including this in this procs,eding, is

( inappropriate.

ES6

.

d

.
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MR. CHARNO: If I may reply briefly.

(
I disagrac with a number of charactariz.itionc

by counsel of what the Departnant did and didn't do..
.,

(
As they have stated on bricf, they submitted a

'

- request for a business review letter, uhich is a procedura

by which the Department givc3 tantative adrice as of a

. given data as to whether or not they will institute criminal

proceedings.

And the nature and the basis of that, I don't.

believe, is relevant to this proceeding.

If the Board would like to go into it, the

Department certainly will.

( CHAIEMAN RIGLER: Wait a minute.

Do you agree that this is a business review

letter as the letters care then being written by the

Department in 1968, Mr. Berger?

MR. STEVEN BERGER: I believe so, Your Honor.

CHAIRMAN RIGLZR: My recollection is that of

Mr. Charno's and that the advica vould relate to the

instigatlon of criminal proceedings only. You said
,

proceedings generally.
.

' Was there anything in that business revic 7.;
N,

letter which precluded the Department from instigating.

civil proceedings?

! MR. STEVEN BERG 3R: I don't know as a matter of
!

;

_ ---
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law what crocludes the Donartment from institutiner |

proceedings at this time. I can quote frca the letter of ;

Mr. Turner, which said on the basis Of the f.nformation- --

submitted, and the representationc you have nado in
.

connection with this matter, you are hereby infcrmed

that the Department does not preste.ntly intend to instituta

proceedings with respect to the Duckeye proj?.ct contracts

as amended in the matter indica'ted above.

What " institute proceedinga with respect to this

matter" means, I do not know. I do not kncu what intention

the parties had at the time.

Whether the intention we.s at the time, vc do

intend at scme future time before the IGC to make a charge

, that this is activity inconsistant with the antitrust laus,

although it may not rise to the level of a violation, I

.

don't know that that was the intant of the partics at that

time.

CIIAIRfCJ RIGLER: Any other objection?

MR. CHARNO: I think one more clarification.

The Department presently has a departaantal

position that these contracts de constitute a rectraint,

of trade and that' to' the e:: tent this reprasente an alteration

of the opinion e::presced in the letter, and I believe it dces,
-

we are prepared to pursue that at this time.

MR. STZVEN BERGER: Do I understand the

|
-__ _ _ - -
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alteration of opinion., though. is not based on any
(

definitive interpretation under Chio law uhat the Departz.ent

of Justice is aware of that would indicats that the anti-,

'

pirating statute does not apply to who]esale, but doas not
'

apply to retail?

MR. CHARUO: It is based on our analysis of the

law that that statute does not apply to wholesale, but only
retail.

MR STEVEN BERGER: Is there anything the Depart-

ment is aware of today in the way of unlaysis of that

statute that they were not auare of in 1968, when the

letters were exchanged, that thsy are aware of nou?

MR. CHARUO: We couldn't Ocme to a totally

different conclusion to the extent it is totally different
without being aware of additional facts.

I don't think this is germana to this proceeding

unless you are arguing estoppel by virtue of agreement, which

is a business letter is not and cannot be, under the

regulations of the Departracnt of Justico.
,

MR. STEVEN BERGER: I think it is germane, and

what I would like, if I could hava it frcm the Ecard,
.

would be for the Board to have the Departraent of Justicew

indicate at the earliest possible time to the parties.

,

what it is that has taken place between 1963 and the time

.of the filing in ~ September to have changsd the Department's

,_ ~
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view with regard to the particular provicions in the

(
contract that they indicated in tha bucinoss ; e7icu letter

was perfectly fine with them at the ti e, but acw is not.- .m
(

MR. CHAR:10: I think counsel'c initial,

.

question was, has anything come to our s cr.?nese rather
,

than has anything changed.

I think also business revieu letters are

issued in the conte::t of circums::ancos at a time and

assurances of the parties as to how the arrangcc. ant that

is submitted for review will be implemented and will

function.

I think there is clear evidence which'.ic intend

'

to introduce in thic proceeding that this agrer. ment has

been implemented in a highly anticompetitire manner.

CHAIP. MAN RIGLER: 1*r. Bergar is asking whether you.

will tell him what the facts of the impicnentation are.

MR. CIL'mMO: Ne certainly ni'T '?o intar.d to

place it into evidence as part of our direct caco.

MR. STEVEN EERGER: Do you think *za can get notica

of it beforehand, Your Honor?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I suspect you can, Mr. Ecrger.,

I'm inclined to agree with Mr. Charno.

First of all, I'm not surc of the relevance in-

terms of NRC jurisdiction of the advice the Department
-

gave. The review letters, by their crn terme, are

. - .
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restricted to the present intentions of the Departr.ent.

' Thirdly, to the extent that Ohio Edison relied

- on that advice or acted consistent with that advice, that is
~

(
something you can bring to our attention. *Icu have done.

.

.
so, and I presume you can do so further on your own casc.

The objections will bo overruled.

MR. REYNOLCS: I would like to make the continuing

objection on behalf of Applicants other than Toledo Edison.

CHAIRMAU RIGLER: The continuing objection will ,

be overruled as well, and we will receive into evidcace --

MR. KLEE: I misinterpretod what you said about

further objections. I have a further objection as to the

i document marked for identification as 83.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We will receive Hos. 78 and 79

and 81 and 82 into evidence, and I will hear your further

objection as to 83.

(DJ Exhibits 78, 79, 31, and

82, previously marked for

identificatien, were

received in evidence.)

MR. KLEE: With respect to the document marked,

( as DJ 83, in light of Mr. -- of what Mr. Charno has said

~

about the applicability of all those documents under his generrtl

offer of proof, this document is irrelevant to any of the

offers of proof that Mr. Charno ea"a.

-
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The article of the Buckeye agreement

referenced therein has nothing whatsoever to do with the 90-'

day disconnect pericd or tha limitation on uhere power.

can be distributed and the document itself has nothing to
.

'

do with the cities of Napoleon or Bryan.

The document speaks for itself. I guess there

is nothing else to say encept for the purposes of what 2'r.

Charno has stated, it has no relevance whatsoever in this

proceeding.

Specifically I refer you to transcript pages

4521 and 22, where Mr. Charno made the following offer of

proof, and I will cuite it for you, if you like.

'
CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We hcVe that.

MR. CHARNO: We vould note that the

implementation of contractual provisions with re.spdct

to delivery points has a direct and immediate impact on

the availability of service as, for example, the establish-

ment of a delivery point which is the present point of
.

service between Toledo Edison and one of its municipal

wholesale customers,as the establishment of a Buckeye

delivery point would have on the immediate impact of
,

availability of power for resale to that municipal customer

by Buckeye.,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Well but tho objection is that

the document doesn't confo a to your offer of proof.

_._ . - _
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ME. chant:0: I think what I'm saying is that

('
the implementation of a contract --

CEAIRMAN RIGLER: Let's go bach bo your offer-
,s

of proof and you show ma the lines or provisions as to,

-.

which this document would apply.

MR. CHARNO: :Ac stated, I don't believe I can

bring that document within this offer of proof. ThEt is

with respect to Toledo Edison, not Ohio Edison. I'm
,

sorry. I thought the objection was on behalf of Toledo

Edison.

I think it is clearly within the Ohio Edison

since the establishment of delivery points is one of the

(
specific allsgations that the Department was put forward,'

and I think that vould fall within the language the,

Department also offered this documentary material in

support of its allegations relating to Ohio Edison'c
l
1

participation in the sc-called Buckeye agreanent. i
1

l
CHAIFILE RIGLER: Where is that?

'

l

MR. CIIARNO: That is on page 4522, linea 13 through

16 is the general statement. The specific allegation

appears on the Department's answers to interrogatories,,

on page 9.

Since 1968, Ohio Edison has repeatedly refused'

and/or delayed providing now delivery points to rural

electric cooperatives thereby inhibiting their ability

_. _
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_
to compete for new cuctomers.

CHAIREMI RIGL22: Arc you amending your offer

of prcof with respect to Toledo Edison?- -

(
MR. CHARNO: Well, we vould -- no, wo are not.

,

.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.

The document DJ 84 vill be receired into -

evidence at this time.

MR. REYNOLDS: I nota a continuing objection

on behalf of all Applicants, including Toledo Edison. .

CHAIRMAM RIGLER: By receiving it, I am not

sucgesting that Mr. Klee has not prevailed in attacking

receipt of the document against Toledo Edison within the
i

termc of the offer of proof.

MR. REYNOLDS: I want to include the continuing

obj ection.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The continuing cbjection is

overrulod.

I said 34, and I meant DJ 83i

(DJ Exhibit 83, previously -

marked for identification,

', wns received in avidence.)

MR. STEVEN BERGER: Your Honor, let me just under-
-

e

e stand.

I want there to be on the record a specific

objection of Ohio Edison en the basis of the offer of

- - . . - -

, - y
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proof made by the Department of Justice uith regcrd to -

the admission of this document as an unspoasered exhibit.

- CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: We vere satisfied as to that,.
.

although your objection is noted.
,

.

MR. Cl!ARNO: At this timo the Department would.

like to offer documants identified as DJ 84, 36, 37, and 90.

The Department will withdraw E::hibit 85, since we

have been untble to rocch a stipulation at this time

concerning the authenticity and we will defer effering 38
,

until a more legible copy can be cacured from Toledo Edison.

MR. KLEE: Toledo Edison has no objection.

MR. RE'lNOLDS: Continuing objection on behalf of

I all other Applicants.

CHAIRL'G RIGLER: The continuing objection is

overruled, and we will receive into evidence Noc. 84, 86,

87, 89, and 90.

(DJ Enhibits Nos. 84, 86, 87,.

.

89 and 90, previously marked
.

for identification, wers

'

received in evidenca.)

MR. CHARNO: The Department would offer into
.

evidence at this time documents for identification 91 through
\._

104, and note for the record a stipulation that has been
-

agreed upon between counsel for representing all of the

Applicants, and the Department with respect to Exhibits 98 and

~
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( 104 that those enhibits are minutas of CIGeo .nd ccpice of

them aro available and may ::e fcund in tha filac of all of
.

tho Applicantc.-

That stipulation vonld not m: tend to cny.

.

marginal notations, but only to thi to::t of the minutes.-

'

Is that a. correct stat.F.mont?

MR. REYNOLDS: '/act's corr cy.

CHAIR!Gli RIGL22: Ece. ling no objection, Erhibits

91 through 104 --

MR. STE'IEM EERGER: D:Oace m.3, Ycur H:nor. Uc

have some objections in regard to thoso docur.cnts.

Your Honor, I c:on't rccall the specific effer,
if one was made, ac i o n:hibit S4. I could lika if I nay,

to get from the Department what they intend to prove with
regard to Exhibit No. 94..

To the entent we didn't hone in on it yssterd.ny

or to the entent I personally did nou, I cpologiue; but I

would _ like a specific offer in regard to 94, if I may.
MR. CHARiiO: The Department is cif9 ring Exhibit

94 as a stipulated authentic business record of Toledo.

Edison ac cf 1973 for tha t uth of the comparativo costs, ,

_ of coal and nuclear unita contained theraia, fron which we
.

*

would attempt to drw the inference thct there are

benefits both in terms of economies of scalo and of

nuclear ganaration which c.ro availabic frc.m .1.argo scale unito.
,

|
:

-

e

- 4
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MR. STEVEM BERGER: If I may, I'n not to

construe from that, an I, Mr. Charnc , that the compr.rative

," costs of coal and nuclear units which c6cittedly you state

to be Toledc Edison'c, is in any way te ha off ered in as a
.

* comparison on behalf of Ohio Edisen cr Penn.sylvanic. Powcr

Company?

MR. CHARMO: Not on the basis of this c :hibit..

We are not alleging that Ohio Edicon or Pennsylvania

Power participated in the preparction of thin or that

it constitutes a business record of theirs.

MR. STEVEN D'ERGER: Or that it concurs?

MR. CHARNO: Not on the basis cf thic document.

! MR. KLEE: Your Honor, I trould like to get a

little clarification from Mr. Charno with respect to

the marginal notes on the documents of 91 to 95.

Are you entering the doccrents with or without
,

the marginal notes which are illegible in the copias we

have?

91, they are figuras.

MR. CERNO: On 91, we have a date in the upper ,

right-hand corner which is the sano date typed in the lower

right-hand corner and we have the initials -- pardon, in
~

the lower left-hand corner. In the Icwer left-hand corner,,

we also have the initials MWK handwritton.

On page 2, only to the e:: tent that the initials

..

, .n, ~ . ~ ~ - ~-w

. - .
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._ MWK appear in the lower left-hcnd corner.

MR. KLEE: Thanh 1ou.
.

* We have no prob 1Ln with that,e'
t

However, with respccd to the documsnt.

.

identified as 92, is the scree understanding applied uith

respect to the marginal corments written on that document?

MR. CHARMO: Uith the e::ception of the underlining

. on page 3, that is emphacized by the Departnent, we have

not red-lined any portion that carries marginal notations.

Therefore, we will not rely on any marginal

notation.

MR. KLEE: That w2s my Distnke.

( We have no objection. He just wanted clarifica-

tion. Thank you,

MR. STEVEN BERGER: If I may, ca to Department

of Justice Exhibit tio. 96, marked for identification, the

Department mada the offer as followa with regard to this

,
document:

This document is evidence in support of the

Department's allegations concerning the refucal to allow

Pitcairn to participate in the CAPCO pool an2 also is.

( evidence relating to the relationship between Ohio Edison,
,

'
Pennsylvania Power and the Municipal Electric Systcm of

Grove City.

First I uould note that I believe theJoffs: fails
-

,

- _. . -. . - . - - ~
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with regard to t; tis document as to ,Chio Edison and

(_
Pennsylvania Power as ctated by the Departx.ont.

.

' And in addition, I wetid rote thnt ths,-
i

- - response of the Departraent of Justica to Ohio Edison
,

Company's and Pennsylvania Pcrer Company's notion for
,

additional discovery frem the Department of Justico and

the Nuclear Regulatory Corraissior. Staff, dated December

30, 1975, did not as to all of t.ke chargcc against
,

Pennsylvania Power and Ohio Edicen designate this as a

document upon which the Department would raly.

end 7 .

m

I

.

I

*

e

9

-
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MR. CHARNO: With respect to Counsel *.- last

(3 point first, the request for additicnal discovery fron the

Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Power did not covar all of the.

Department's charges. It covered certain specific
.

charges and we listed the documendh for those certain
*

specific chargec.

MR. STEVEN BEFGER: That is correct, your Honor.

As to the enes that the discovery request did not relate

to, the charges that the discovery requests did not relate

to Ohio Edison and Pennsylvanie Pouer were specific in

their omission of charges. tney were en nctica of, prior

to the time they filed their discovery requesta.

( Specifically, the Pitcairn mattar mentionad
'

in the advice letter,and the delivery point mattor in regard

to how the company has been operating undar the Buckeye
.

arrangement.

Nith regard to all of the charges involving

Pennsylvania Pclaer, other than the Pitcairn incident,

particularly, the ones with Grove City request was nado

as to all of those and doucment exhibit numbar 96,

', more specifically because the respensa cane in that way, the

Department of Justice document number 306553 was never
.

designated on that list, and I think the effer of proof fails''

with regard to Chio Edison and Pennsylvcnia Pouer.

I helleve that the only thing in the document we

__
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we are talking about is the last centcaca cn page 2.

PiR. RIESER: EefcJe we cove ca to another
.

.

( document, I would like to repeat unat we caid yoctarday

|
-

that with respect to thicon behalf of Duquesne Light
,

:
'

document we have no objection to it as long as it is not

.

| coning in for the truth of the matter anserted therein.
i

i- I holeive Mr. Charno en behalf of the Capartraent

of Justice indicated that that was the caso.i
I

! MR. CHARNO: That is correct.
|

| CHAIRMAN RIGI.DR: Do you have a roopense on the
t

I Grove City matter, Mr. Charno? -
,

MR. CHAPXO: Wo have nothing to add.

(. -

| CHAIICIAN RIGLER: Mr. Charno, was the issue of Grove
.

' City participation in CAPCO included in the new charges

'

which were subiant to additional discovery by the Departnenh?

MR. CHARNO: It was not.

'
!!R. SMITH: I think that this document should be

| received into evidence, Ptr. Charno.

MR. CHARNO: On the issue of Grove City?
!

.
|_ MR. SMITH: Yes.

~

| MR. CHARITO: Mo.

,
CHAIR! W RIGLER: I*n confused, Mr. Ci:arno.

.

You tell me we should not rely en the last paragraph

in which it is reported that general counsel for chio*

- 2dicon was conferring with outside counsel for Toledo
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Edison about a request for participation in CAPCO and,

(
' yet, I thought the theme of participation in CAPCO ran

"

throughout your case.,

,

MR. CHARNO: Mr. Smith is asking Ma if I feel
.

*
we are barred by not having made a prior allegation with

respect to Grove City, and I think uo are. That is the

manner in which I interpreted your question.

MR. SMITH: Yes, right.

I wondered what you thought of the merits of

his argument.

MR. CHARNO: Ch. I was responding to what

I thought your question was, rather than the merits of his

( argument.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: I didn't count up the -

- number of lines of hearsay that that last paragraph has

- in it, but I think the pr6bative value of that last sentenco

is nil.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Charno apparan bl*] is

willing to disregard it, so the toard will disregard it

and the other objection will be overruled.

' MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, this is at least !
. . ;

one a'ppropriate place, and I think it probably can ce
1

'

stated a number of tinos and will be. I want tc make a-

general objection with respect to the Departnant of Justico's

procedure in putting in unsponsored documents in those I
1

i

'

I
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situaticns where the Department ha; carefully celected cortain
,

items of correspondenca and has not gican to the Board the
,

fill story by putting in all of the correspondenc3 relating'

to he subject matter.-

I feel that particularly with the Departnent*

of Justice, it has an affirmative chligation to this Board

to give it all of the facto relavnnt to this proceeding

and the full story.

If we are going on and unsponsored basis, it
.

seems to me highly objectionabir. to put in only selected

portions of correspondence, and then to go forward as if

that meets the Departnent's burdan and to place on the

( -

Applicant's an additional burden in their affirmative case

to cc11ect all of other correspondence, in order to give

the Board the fall story.

I find it highly objectionablo. The Espartment

of Justice has carefully selected correspondanco throughout

and has picked items to put in on an unsponsored basis

without giving the Board the rest of the correspondence.

We are not to have liva witnesses, and I think if

'

the Departnant is proceeding on an unsponsored basis, it

particularly has an obligation and it ic the Department
,

.
of Justice's obligation in this proceeding or any other

proceeding to give to the Board all rolovant facts.

I find it objectionable.

-
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For that reason I object to any introducticn

on an unspon ...ed basis of docuentnation which is not
.

' complate.,-

The Applicants will, I guesc, if we proceed-

.

in this way, he forced to conplete the record by putting

in a full series of correspondence, and Mc, o f coursa, vill

do it.

I think it is an unfair shifting cf the burden,

and I think it in a conplete and total chrogation of

responsibility that the Departmant owes to this Board and to

any court or proceeding.

MR. CHARUG4 We take exception, and ue have
f presented to the Board and are presenting into evidence'

these documents which we feel are relevant and probative

of our case.

We have not excluded anything that wce

exculpatory , although the bulk of the documents that we

are producing, all of the documents no are producing are

in Applicants' possession.
~

I don't think the Department en abrogated

its responsibility to this Board or in the enforcer:ent

of the law in any way.
.

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: We will receive into evidence.

nunbers 91 through 104, noting the stipulation of the parties

with respect to nunbers 98 and 104,>

.-
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(The docunents previouclybw6 ,

marked 3::hibit: DT-91

through 104 for identifi--

. .

cation, were received
.

in evidenca.)'

*

j MR. REYik,11, . : I think I noted, but if not, I

i

would like the record to be clear that, as to 91 through

'

9 /, the Applicants, other than Toledo Edison, have

a continuing objection.
,

Wait a minute. I misspoke. The continuing
.

! objection would no to all of the dccenents in this grouping,
;

;
but for 98 and 104, where the utipulation was applicable.

(..
t

| CIIAIEMAN RIGLER: All right. And the cr inuing
!

| objection was overruled.

MR. RETINOLDS : I didn' t knou whether it was

'

| clear that I had ncds it.

CHAIPJfAN RIGLER: What is the ne::t grcup,
.

Str. Charno?

fir. CHARNO: We would. .new offer into evidence,

Exhibits for Identification DJ-105 enraugh 131. With

- the' exception of 118. We would withdraw 113
-

and indicate on the record that it is identical with NRC

; Exhibit 53.

MR. SffITU: What MRC was that?

MR. CIIARNO: 53,
.:

a
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hv7 CHAIrdWT RIGLP.R: All right, and this acoms to be a

$- good time to ta'<e a ten minute break,

(Recess.),"
.

I

c. J
-

(

.

O

9

O
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CHAIPlMN RIGLER: All right, we " cave Nos. 105.

through 131. Is there cbjaction?
.

MR. KLEE: Your Honcr we havo a numbsr of.

r

objections and qualifications.,

.

The only orderly way to preceed is to go through
t

them one at a time and try to do this as expeditiously as

possible.

With respect to the document bearing identification
- No. DJ 107, we would make the same objection as was raised

earlier and upon w)tich the Doard ruled. That is to the use of

this document except to -- after the September 1, '65 cut-

off date, that any ' inferences to be drawn prior to that date
( are objectionable.

CHAIIOUkN RIGL2R: All right. This document

was in effect at least as late as October 21, 1966,

wasn't it? I see an amendment to it under that date.

MR. KLEE: That's correct.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Objection notad.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, on dccument 108,

I had indicated to the Board and -- during the procecding
; yesterday that I would nake an cbjcetion to thic dccument.

(. The Department had indicated that they were
.

'

introducing the document which is an affidavit by Secretary*

of Agriculture and a number of attachments for the truth of
.

the matters assorted therein.

. - - . - . - . - -.
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I have an objection first because it sesas to me
(
,

that to submit a doctutent of this cort on en unsponsored

.

basis when it contains what are labeled field activity.. -

(
reports which were prepared b;r uitnesses which are

,

,

designated to appear in this proceeding at so:ce 1ctcr

date by the -- at the recuest of tho government .is

inappropriate.

These documents, if they come in, chould come in

only at the time that those witnesces are on the stand, and

at that time that the parties have an cpportuni'y to cross-c

examine them.

CHAIR!G.N RIGLER: Are you referring to ?.obert

' Badner?

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Badner and Mr. Darling.

CHAIIUIAN REYNOLDS: What is ycur response to

that, Mr. Charno?

MR. CHARNO: The Department's response is that

by submitting these under seal they fall within the

provisions of the Federal Rules of Evidence of 9017 wi';h

respect to authenticity, and Rule 8030 (a) and (b) with

*
respect to e:: captions to hearsay.

,

We believe they are relevant and probative. I

don't think that is being questioned.

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: That doesn't aset the heart

of Mr. Reynolds' objection, which is why not present

_
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,

them at the time your witness is there, co that he can beg

cross-examined with respect to their content?
.

*

{' MR. CHAMO: I don't believo Mr. Reynolds would

be denied cross-e:: amination if we call the witncscas. If*

.

~

we don't call the witnesses, it will shorten the record.

MR. FIYKOLDS: I don't believe that there is

anything that is centained in these docunznt: that uculd

support introducing them for the truth of the natters

astmrted therein without doing it through a witnocs.
,

Certainly not under 8038 (a) and (b), I gucas it was.

The offering affidavit by Mr. Butz does not

address those two matters. There is nothing I can determino

(
on the face cf the documents that would support that the

reports were reports or activities of the office or agency

that the reports concerned matters observed pursuant to
,

duty imposed by law, as to which mctters there was a duty to

repcrt.

The thing I'm concerned about in that we have these

come in on an unsponsored bacis for the truth of the matters

asserted therein, and then we don't see the witnesses.

- I think that is an inappropriate way to proceed.

It does handicap the witnosses. If the witnessen are on
.

'
the designated list, the apprcpriate way to put these in

and establish that they are authentic recordc is through

the witnesses.

..
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Tha affidavit by the Secretary of Agriculture

does not go at all to the business record aspect ofo

these. et,

.

. MR. CEARNO: It is not asserted, Mr. Chairman,

that the affidavit does go to the business record. It
are

goes to the cuthenticity where documents / submitted under

seal under Rule 902(2) . These are public docunants and

records being submitted under seal. That would ectablich

the authenticity.

With respect to 303 and absent the affidavit

or any concideration of it, the Department contenda that
( these are records, repcrts cpecifically, and statements

and data compilations of public officers, offices, and

agencies setting forth the matters observed pursuant to duty

imposed by law.

I think --

MR. REYNOLDS: Where is that stated? How do I know

that?

MR. CHARNO: You ara challenging that these are

; reports of matters observed by a federal employee pursuant tc

his duties..

.

9 MR. RE'INOLDS: You have told roa already that one was

not a federal employee in responce to a question by the

Eoard yesterday.

- . -
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MR CHAREO: I said he wac no lenger a federal
i

employee.
.

. .. MR. REYNCLDS: I will not quibbla with that.
.

My point is, if I do not have the opportunity to cross-
,

.

examino these peopic, I object to hasting them como in for

anything other than to show that in fact a field report r.ay

1-

have been made by tha individual, but not for the t nth of

the matters contained therein.
*

I think as to the last tm:, documents that

there is sericus question even on the authenticity ::rgu-

ment, Nos. 10 and 11, which are under this affidavit that

apparently gives it the gicas of authenticity.

( CHAIEMTG RIGLER: All right. I think probably

we could receive the dccuments into evidenca.

.

Hcwever, I think that the better proce. dure here

would be to afford the Applicants the opportunity for

cross-examination as to the truth of the content tharcin.

We will defer receipt of tho dccuments into

i evidence at this time. That would be of Document 108.

MR. IC.EE: Your Honor, with rctaect to cartain

', of the --

CHAIRMIM RIGLER: Uait one rainute, please.
.

For convenience, we vill defer receipt of the

entire exhibit 108 into evidence at this time.

Ecwever, irraspective of whether the Daoartment

)
- -- .

I
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calls witnesses, we would be amenablo at come

(
appropriate point to renaval of the cation to introduce

.

with respect to Document !?o. 5 on the Dut: affidavit,. -

(

which was prcffered by a Mr. Loe, who i3 not on the
_,

''

Department's list, and the same is true of 10 end 11 on

the list, those being letters to or frcm Mr. Ds.vis.

It seems to me Ehey might suand on a different

footing.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Is ther a objection to anything

else on the 105 through 131 lict?

MR. KLEE: Your Honor, for the record, during

the break counsel for the Department of Justice and

( Applicant Toledo Edison agreed to stipulate with respect

to the following documents marked for identification:
.

DJ Hos. 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, and 110,

that with respect to these and only thoce docurants that

these were taken frca the files. of the Toledo Edinon

Company,, and each is' a true and correct copy of the document

'
located in our files.

As to the others, we are not in agresment as

; to their authenticity.
,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Which numbers were you

stipulating on, please?
|

MR. KLEE: 110, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122.

MR. HELVIH EERGER- Excuco ca. I may havs

i
*

1

k
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misunderstood what Mr. Klee just caid here. I was under
'

the impression that with regard to all of the other
*

documents in this set, there uculd be -- to which.

request for admissions had been given the capartraent, there,

a
was no dispute as to the fact that thsy came from TD files

or the other things that were ad aittad in the recunst for

admissions.

MR. FIES: To the extent I indicated otherttiac, I

was in error. That wac not what I meant to say.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Okay.

CHAIRMAli RIGLER: Any other objections?

MR. REYUOLDS: I think there is confusion on

( the record as to what was caid and what uns not said.

Just to make sure the record is elecr as to

the documents, specific documents that ucro juct referred

to by number, the position is that while ve can determine

they came frem the files of Tolofo Edison, thera is no

authentication as to the business record charactor of those

numbered documents.

As to the other documents in this grouping,
*

_ the Toledo Edison Ccmpany has entered into a stipulation

with the Department of Justics going both to the fact that
.

O the documents were in their files and to tha fact or

question of authenticity.

CHAIF21AN RIGLP.R: Any other objectienc?,

!

i

I

_ _ - . - - - - . - .- .-
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MR. RLEE: Toledo Edison has no further objec-
(

tion.'

*

MR. REYNOLDS: The continuing objection.
-

CHAIRMAll RIGLER: The continuing objection is
, .

"

overruled and we will receive into evidence DJ Exhibits

105 through 107, and 109 through 131 at this tine. -

MR. ZAHLER: Your Honor, I believe 110 was with-,,

dratm by the Department..

CEAIRMAN DIGLER: That's correct. |

(DJ Exhibits 105 through 107,
1

109 thru 117, ar.d 119 thru

131, previously marked for

i identification, were received

in evidence.),

MR. CHARNO: The Department would offer at this

time exhibits for identification 132 through 138, 140

through 145, 149 through 166 into evidenco.

MR. IEEE: Toledo Edison Company has no objection

to these documents.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to make
.

_

an objection, but I do want to make it clear on the record=

why I'm not making an objection with respect to the

Department of Justice Exhibit 137, which is an attachment

to the Toledo Edison Company's answers to the interrogatories

and document requests served upon it by the other parties

.

m ._m w~ ==e
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and dated December 2, '74, identified as Department of
(

Justice E::hibit 136.
.

- - The Applicants have en objection in this
(

proceeding which goes to the use of the depositions for,

.

any purposes in the evidentiary hearing.

However, in this instance, it in clear that the

deposition portion, portion of Mr. Sullivan's deposition

that is identified as Department of Justico Exhibit 137, is

a supplement or a modification or correction of the answers

to interrogatories which was made by counsel to Toledo

Edison Company, Mr. Les Henry.

I therefore think that it is in essence no differen: .

from the answere to interrogatorios and uithin that conte::t,

I do not have an objection to using this particular portion

of the deposition in order to show the amendment or

supplement to the answers to interrogatories; but I don't
9

want this to be construed at a later dato as to some univer

by Applicants to their overall or general objection to their

use of deposition testimony.

I have a continuing objection with respect to the

'. entire group on behalf of Applicants other than Toledo

Edison Company.
.

o CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The continuing objection is

overruled, and we will admit at this time Department

Exhibits 132 through 13S, 140 through 145, 149 thrcugh 166.

.

- . - . .
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(DJ 2xhibits 132 thru 130,

.

140 thru 145, nr.d 149 thru 166,

provicusly marked for*

{
identification, vore received

.

.-

in evidence.)

MR. CHARNO: The Department wculd like to note

that Exhibits 139 and Exhibits 146 through 140 had not been

withdrawn, and we will defer offering thera until we can

secure a better copy of the dccument.

Wo would also like to note the existence of a

stipulation with respect to docenants -- E:hibits 140 and 160,

and 166, which is id ntical with the stipulation cet

I
' forth earlier wit:h ragard to CADCO dccuments, CAFCO minutes,

that they exist in the files of all of the companics,

absent the marginal notations that may appw.: on those

copies.

MR. REYNOLDS: What are the nunbcrs?

MR. CHARN0: 160 and 166.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: That was 160 and 1667

MR. CHARNO: That was a misstatement on my

part. I previously misspoke. The ' stipulation has been
.

reached with respect to Er.hibits 150 through 165.
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right. These are CAPCO*

minutes or agendas?

IUt. CHARl!O: Yes, sir.
I

e

p . = . - .w *. e = >-

W
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CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Reynolds, do I unde:: stand

(
'

you have a continuing objection on behalf of all Applicanto

with respect to these c::hibits?,

(-
MR. REYNOLDS: No.

.
..

*

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Th?. continuing objection was

withdrawn as to those?

MR. REYNOLDS: It was never mada as to those.

MR. CHARMO: We have further stipulations

with respect to Exhibits 141 and 154 with counsel from

Toledo Edison, who has stipulated 'that the initiala WS

appearing on those documenta are the'initiale of Mr.

Schwalbert.

f

( CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Which exhibit numbers?

MR. CHARMO: 141 and 154.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Uhat position did Mr. Schwalberc

occupy at the time the documents were written?

MR. REYNOLCS: We don't know, offhand,

but we can get that information. Wo would have to look at

the organization chart,

'

,
CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Let's move along.

*

,
MR. CHARNO: The Department would offer in

evidence exhibits for identification DJ 149 through --

I'm sorry. 167 through 176..

MR. LERACH: Mr. Chairman, I have an inquiry on

Document 172.

4

_ . - .
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Numbar one, thero are somo handuritton notations
(

on that document which I can't read, and I would like it
.

to be made clear that at some point whether it in Justice- s

or Duquesne will get a copy in the record that people can,

.

- read. I would ash Mr. Charno whether or not he intends

to demonstrate by Document 172 that the hcnduritten

- changes on the draft letter were written by Mr. Gilfillin.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You are referring to page 2

of the axhibit, Department No. 115381 letter?

MR. LERACH: Yes, sir. Or do you offer it to prove

there was a draft and there were suggested c.hangos made?

MR. CHARNO: We had not intended to effer the

document to prove that Mr. Gilfillin made the changes.

MR.'LERACH: All right, I'm satisfied on 172.

. Document 175 is a multi-page document. The

most significant aspects of which are a three-page memoran-

dum dated 1966.

Counsel engaged in discussion regarding this

, document yesterday, and prior to Mr. Charno responding ca

to whether or not he intended to offer this entire document
*

. for the truth of the matters assorted therein, the

i

Chairman terminated the discussion to raise another !
,

'
procedure matter.

I understand that Mr. Charno is willing to

stata that this ontire memorandtim comes in for the truth

- -. .-
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.

of the matter stated therein.

(
If that is true, I have no objcchion.

e

MR. CHARMO: We request wa not be restricted to~

p
the portions we have red-lined, since -- ..

..

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I thought that uac consistent

with Mr. Lerach's request yesterday.

MR. LERACH: As uc read the record last evening,

he did not get a chance to respond on the record; and I want

,
the record to be clean. ,

.

MR. CHARNO: Yes.'

and 9

(_

.

&

D

s

! '

|
'

,

:

. . . _ .
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S10 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Any other objection?

( bwl MR. LERACH: I have no other objection.

MR. REDIOLDS: I have the continuing cbjection*

~ (. on behalf of Applicants, other than Duquesne Light Company.
,

CHAIRMAM RIGLER: The continuing cbjection is
.

. overruled, and we will receive into evidence at this time

the Department documents Exhibits 167 through 176.

(The dccuments heretofore marked

Exhibits DJ-367 through 176 for
.

identification, were racaived in

I evidence.)

11R. CHARNO: Would it be the Boarc"s d2 sire to

take a break before the beginning of testineny?
({

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: No.

f1R. CIIARNO: Could we hava three or fiva*

minutes to clear away the papers and bring the Witness

out? Mr. IIart will be the Department's first uitness.'

MR. MELVIN DERGER: I have docuraents I wish to*

?

use with Mr. IIart whch are in the notebooks that are at the;

foot"of the Bench. I would like to take them cut and give*

.

them to you, since they are out of order, and they will be
'

.

.

the next exhibits we will use.
(

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: Please, no one go away or leave*

the room. I would like to start as soon as the Department
|

is ready.
L
|

(P ause. )
!
.

I
._ . __ ,
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bw2 fir. FELVIN BERGER: On behalf of the Departaent

( of Justice I would now like to call fir. Robert Hart,

CHAIR!!;\N RIGLER: 17111 you risa and be sitorn,.

please.

'

- x Whereupon,

ROBERT HAR"

. as called as a witness on behalf of d1G Department ofw

Justice and, having been first duly swarn, was e.:<smined

and testified as fo11cus:

DIRECT EXAMINATICU

BY ffR. !ELVIN BERGER:

g Will you please state your nare.

A Robert Hart.{
g What is your busineas cddress?

A tty business address is 213 city Hall,

Cleveland, Ohio. That is zip code 44114.

n uld you briefly review your edincatienalO o

bakcground.

A I graduated fron colleged, undergradante school,

from Vanderbilt University with a bachelor of anginaaring.

I went to the Army for two years, if I may
,

-
.

put this in, in chronological order.
(

Then I graduated fron the School of 7,aw of'

Vanderbilt. That was in 1963.

' g Would you please briefly trace your enploynent

_ _ . __
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.

bw3 ' history?

A. My empicyment history was, in 1963 I c;nr.e to

,' Clevaland, Ohio, and joined a patent la firm by ubc nnme

( of McCoy, M-c-c-o-y, Greene , with an "e" en the cad, and
,

~ Ecwall, II-o-w-e-1-1, and I worked for then for a period of

a couple of years, and then I went to uork trith a patent

law firm of Kraner and Sturgeis, K-r-a-m-o-r and S-t-u-r-g-e-i-3.

Then after about a year, I em.o back with the

original firm I was with, McCoy, Greane and Howell.,

In '69 I went to work with the then County 7:uditor

of Cuyahoga County, Ralph J. Purk, who is now the Ma/cr

of the City of Cleveland.

In NOvenher of 1971 Ralph Purk was cle cted
(

Mayor of the City. of Cleveland and six days theretifter I cam

on the payroll of the City of Clevelarid, and I have been

there as Executive Assistant to the Mayor in the latter part ;

1

of '71 and '72.
,

In the latter part of '72 I moved fran his

executive assintant to the law department, which I cm the

Chief Assistant Director of Law there at this tina.
~

Mr. IIart, will you briefly ravieu you::0,-

.

responsibilities in the Law Department
s

A. My responsibilities in the Law Depart ent-

include almost everything. I do get involved in nany other
,

things, other than what we are here for today.

..

# I
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It is my responsibility in more or leas a

(
- fashion to stay on top of everything. I can ganerally

'
keep informed, but I don't know a lot of details,

.,

j G Mr. Hart, when did you first becoras e equainted

~ ! with MELP7
.

A. I would have beccme acquainted with it, when

I moved over to the Law Departrent which had been in the
f

a

| latter part of 1972 or the early part of 1973, s.nd I

would have then becone aware of it and would have started

working with the Division of Light and Power at that timo.

4

ES10

.

O

b

(._ -"

.

4

.
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arl O In late '72 or early '73, who was the

(
Director of Public Utilicies?

.

A At that timo it was Fred Kudukis, and still is.*
.

Q In late '72 or early '73, who uas the.

.

.
Commissioner of Power and Light for the City of Cleveland?

A The Commissioner of Power and Light was Warron

Hinchee.

O Is Mr. Hinchee stili Commissioner of Pouer and

Light?

A No, Mr. Hinchee is now with the City of Burbank,

California.

'O Can you tell us who replaced Mr. Hinchee as the

(
Commissioner of Pouer and Light, and then work forward to the'

present commissioner?

A The man who replaced Mr. Hinchoa was George

Chuplis.

The man who replaced George Chuplis would have been a

g'entleman by the name of Ralph Meister, who was the

commissioner for one day, I believe.

Then the man who is the present acting Commissioner

". of Light and Power is a-man by the name of Ray Miller.

Q In late '72 or. early '73, what was your
.

'

understanding of the conditioni the physical condition of

the MELP system?

_ A Well, the MELP system ucs under the supervision

. ..
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(.
of Warran Hinchee at that time. I alunys considered

.

Warren Hinchee a very capable person. Mith all .crts of
.

power systems, you need capital improvenants, enpital'

improvement dollarc.*

.

At that time there was a $5 million bond anticipa-

tion note of which $2 million had been spant at that time.

Warren Hinches was trying to make improvem nts with those

capital dollars.

MR. REYNOLDS: I object and move to strike

the answer as unrasponsive.

MR. MELVIN SERGER: I believe the wi' ness

has just told us what the condition of the plant was. If
.

you wish, I will ask him a direct question.'

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I agree ths.t the answer was

not responsive to the question.

Will you respond more directly to Mr. Berger's

question, pleasa'l

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, while wa are at an

interrupting point, I make a continuing objection on

behalf of Applicants other than Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Company with respect to tactimony by this=

witness.
.

..

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Overruled.

MR. BUCHMI.NN: I would like to object to the

witness responding to that question on the grcund that

_-. , .
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.

.he isn't qualified to state what the condition of the

(
Cleveland Municipal Light Plant war and the question was his

.

understanding; and if he was qualified, I don't knew what.

his understanding would mean to the cace.
.

.

CHAIRMAU RIGLER: ' 14: will have the gnastion-

rephrased to got another ancwer.

MR. MELVIN BERG 2R: May I have the question

repeated?

BY MR. MELVID BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, in late '72 or early '73, .tero you,

invclved in any way with attempting to improve the condition

of the MELP systec7
/

( A I was i.nvolved, but only in a very i;. direct way.,

May I explain this?

CHAIRIEN RIGLER: Yes.

THE WITNESS: The only thing that I would

really do en that basis is that Warron Hinchee end my own colf

would sit down and he uculd explain to me what had to be

done.
.

He would also explain te me the :ncane by which

he was going about this.*

,

BY MR. MELVIN SERGER:
.-

Q At that time was there an attempt to raiso-

some money for capital improvementc?

A Yes, there was.

_ . . .
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(~
Q What efforts were being mado along those lines?

~

A There had baan intrccuced into our City Council
.

in 1971, I believe, what ce refer to as a 1971 tond-

s

ordinance which later cama into being as c 1971 bend issue.,

.

This was a $5 nillion bond issue for capital

improvements for the Division of Light and Power. Cf that

$5 million, there was about $2 million that was actually

spent for the purpose of capital improvements.

Q At that time was there any conside. ration

for trying to seek additional money for capital improve-

ments?
.

A At that time there was, yes.

(. O What was dona in order to seek this additional

money?

A There was a bond issue -- a bond crdinance --

I have to correct myself thera -- that was draf ted up in

1972. It was introduced into our City Council, the bond

ordinance,that is, around November of 1972,cnd this was

what was called the 59.8 million bond issue.
~ o

This bond issue, the first $2 million of it

', were to be used to pay cff the $2 million that I just

referred to as the 1971 bond issue.
'

.

'

O Who drafted up the bond ordinance?

A That was John Bruecklo of the firm of Squire,

Sadders & Dcmpsoy.

.
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O Why didn't the city draf t this bond issue --.

( -

this ordinance itself?
'

-
. MR. BUCHMANM: I object, Your Honor, as to the

(
relevance in this proceeding of this testinony.

,

.

CHAIRMAN RICLER: What is the relevance?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: This goes to the ability

or the steps taken by MELP to help improvo its own

condition.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What difference does it make

who drafted the bond ordinance? What you are aftcr is

the fact that they "tanted bond mency for capital impros/c-

ment purposes.

( MR. MELVIN BERGER: I believe this will be

connected up in the next couple of questions.

CHAIP24AN RIGLER: I will let ycu go two merc,

subject to a renewed motion to strike.

THE WITNESS: At that time the city had no

expertisc whatsoever to draft an ordincnce like that.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Was this ordinance eventua317 discussed at a j

i

'. City Council meeting?

( A Yes, it was.

MR. BUChT! ANN: May I inquire by whom? !

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:.
1

|
,

Q Sy members of the Cicy Ccuncil, er those who were

|
|

I
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present at that particular meeting?
I
'

A Yes, it was.

.

. . O can you es11 un the appro :imato time of this

meeting and what happaned at that meeting?
.

.

A The appro:cimate tinc of the meeting would have
.,

been some time prior to July 11, 1973. The ordinance was

passed on July 11, 1973, so it would probably have been

one or two weeks prior to that time.

What was di'scussed at the meeting tms the

general subject matter of the bond ordinance and -- well, I

will stop there.

Ecw far do you want ne to go into this?

Q Can you relate to us if any changes were made in

the ordinance at that meeting?

A There uns a changa made in the ordinance.

In Section 3 of the ordinance, it had originally run in

:

conformity with what is called the Ohio Uniform 2cnd Act,

which provides, number one, for sale to the sinking fund..

If the sinking fund turns it down, then to the treasury

and investment account.
*

Then if the treasury and investicnt eccount,

turns it down, it can then be sold at private cale.
.

That was the original Section 3 of the 1972 bond ordinance.-

Now what happened then, there was an amendment put in.

What I locclly ecl1 -- this thing was turned upside
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.

down -- wherein there was a new Section 3 put in which
(
.

required the City of Cleveland to go out for public sale

on these bonds, and then if that should fail it required

the City to go back to the City Council for sale to the,

.

treasury and investment account, or back to the City

Council for a sale to the sinking fund.

'

This is very unusual, for something like this

to be dono.

MR. BUCmiMIN: I move that that la.3t characteriza-

tion go out, if Ycur Honor please. Ha said the city,

including himself, had no expertise in thesc tachtcrs, which

is the reason they went cutside.

How he can characterize it as unusual, I do not

know.

THE I4ITNESS: If I may explain that, Your Ecnor.

CHILIRMAN RIGLER: All right.

MR. REYHOLDS: Before he explainc, Mr. Chairman,

I am going to object to any further probing or testimony

in this area.
9

. .; We are getting into matters before City Council and,

; activities before City Council, which I think como uithin

the Knorr-Pennington doctrine, and are not p?.1 aicsihlo
.

areas for examination within the scopa of this antitrust
-

1

proceeding.
|
|

CHAIIUfAH RIGLER: I don't kncu how wa uculd rule

|

__
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on that. I think it may be premature until I find whera
(

the question is going.
.

MR. REYNOLDS: I'in not au a what it is we are*

going to get an e::planation on, so I think it is better,

.

to have the objection on the record.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We will gat an explaination

as to why Mr. Hart has knowledge that the amendment was

unusual, taking into account his earlier statement that he

was not -- that the Citf of Cleveland did not have e::pertise

in the bond financing area.

THE WITNESS: If I may jmnp fo.ntard in time a

-

little bit, ue took this hond ordinance we are talking

(- about here to underwritars in New York, and the underuriting

firm was Kuhlman-Sachs. They had sencone alse there at

this meeting, a smaller firm, MacKinnon and something alsc.

I forget the exact name.

At this time they raised a certain number of

issues that were problen arene or questionable arcac with

this #particular bond ordinance.
i

Based on the information I gave then, I read

'. the ordinance and sure enough, what they were saying

( appeared to be true. That is the reason I offer that.
-

,

|*

MR. BUCHMANN: I rentu my motion now to strike. |

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Denied.

|
|
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BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
('

Q Mr. Hart, with regard to this masting in New

, York, ware you inforned of other prchims with the bond
(

ordinance?,

.

.

- A Yes, I was.

O What were some of these other problems?
,

. MR. BUCalANN: I object to the hearcay testirony,

Your Honor. This is the question of problems in thic

area are fint.ncini or legal.

The witness i.3 not a financial e:: pert. That is

clear. He has said he has no c::pertice in the legal
-

area involved. Uc 13 not qualified to tastify en this

subject.

CHAIPP.AN RIGLER: The question ic ' wh4ther he

was informed by c :perts with respect to any deficienciec.

MR. BUCEMANN: That is what I us dto call hear- '

say, Your Honor, and I object.

CHIGRMAN RIGLER: Overruled.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Can we have the question re-

read, please?

', (Whereupon, the reporter read the panding

question, as requested.)
.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: That were related to you, I aould*

g add.
_

THE WITNESS: If I may e:cplain sonething

u
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that the counsel is getting into --
[-

MR. BUCIGIANM: I object. There is no question

pending.-

-s

CHAIRMTJi RIGLER: Respond to Mr. Berger's
.

.

question.

THE WITNESS: The other aroac are there were

questions about why these ware registered bonds rather

than coupon bonds, since the coupon tends would have a

lower rate of interest than the registered bond.

Generally bond ordinances of thic nature

had interchangeability between a registration type bond and

coupon where the holder of the bond could exchange it.

( He could exchange it for a coupon bond or exchange it as a

registered bond., There was a second bond ordinance also

which provides any, and I underscore any, lawcuit is

brought against the Division of Light and Pouer, thero

can be a . default on these bonds. Any sort of personal

injury case or anything at all, I interproted it, there

''
could be a d'elault on the bond. '~

They questioned the fact this uns a nortgage revenue

; bond and why a r.ortgage revenue bond rather than a

general obligation bond cf the City of Clevoland, that

question was raised.-

I'm trying to think off the top of my head.

Those are the main issues.

'

11

.
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S12
BY !!R. MELVIN PERGER:

( G After this r.seting in New York, what did the City

do with regard r.o this bcnd crdinancs?-

.

A Well, it was very clear un had te educate cur own-

$ selves as to how to cell bcnds, what bonds ucre all about.

We had to start developing expertice in the bcnd area which

we had had to do, of cource.
. .

! We have been dble to move in that direction.

Now what we had to do and it wasn't until about January

of 1974 that we finally knew that we had to prepare what

they call and offering statement and this offering statement

took a great deal of detail work.

( We contacted an engineering firm callsd the

R. W. Beck Company. We contactad other bond councel, the

Wood-Dawson firm from New York.

We contacted them. Then wo started putting

together this whcle offering statement. The efforing

statement was put together and the thing -- the bond

issue went out for public cale pursuant to the ordinance

around or flay 10 of 1974.

.
CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Were you personally involved in

4

the preparation of the offering statemant?
i

THE WITN33G: I was, your Honor.'

,

CHAITd!AN . RIGLER: Did this require you to do any
|

~

4

research into the areas of municipal bcnd financing? |..

I

. -

u ..
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THE WITNESS: It required me to do a graat daal of

research into these areas, My name appear.3 on the faca of
.

*
- the offering statenant.

CHJ5IRMM' RIGLF.R: Between the time you joined the-

Law Department and todny, you have acquired e::partice or -

knowledge with respect to municipal bond financing?

THE WITNESS: I hava a,ttended the 7;.erican Law

Institute courses in Neu York. I c.m going to il course

in New Orleans next usek. I attended courses in Mcw York.

BY FIR. MILVIH DERGER:

O. You indicated you contacted another bond counsel

and you named Wocd Dawson as that counsel.

Would you tell us why you contacted another

bound counsel.

MR. BUCHitN G: I object, your Honcr. Ne all

know uhat this is an attertpt to do.

CH7sIINAN RIGLER: I dcn't, but I don h see the8

relevance of it either.

?!r. Berger, it dcasn't seem to me that where

they go for bond advice has any relevance to any of the
.

issues in this proceeding, tsnd I aould entertain the riction
*

to strike the earlier questicn with respect to whera the.

,

.

City of Cleveland waa obtaining its legal advice.

MR. BUCEM'0G: I so MOVG-
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Because I don't think jou have |
|
|
|

|

!

H
. _ _ _ _ .. . . .
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bw3 connected it, Mr. arger.

( MR. HELVIN BERGER: The reason for going to the

other bond counsal was tihat I was trying to qe 6 at hs.re..

.

(~~ Mr. Hart has testified that Squire, Sanders and Dempsey

5 had been the City bond counsel and that there was a change

'

to another bond counsel. I guess I'm inquiring into the

reason for that change.

MR. BUCH? WIN: I'm trying to figura out, if your

Honor please, why it is relevant in this procacding to

the issues here,

I object,

CHAIRlWI RIGLER: Do you want to make an effer

of proof, Mr. Berger?

MR. Ci!ARNO: Could we have a acmant,pleace?

(Pause.)

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: ?*.r. Berger, as you maha your

offer of proof, if you intend to nake one, ice would want you

to relate that either to your Septenber 5 interrogator-f

answers or to your pretrial brief.

MR. REYNOLDS: If we are going to have an offer

. of proof, I would like to request that rhe NitneCS leave
.

the room.

' MR. MELVIM SERGCR: Mr. Chairnan, would this be
,

a gocd place to break for lunch?

( MR. BUCHMAmi: I would like to have the proffer

-4
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now, if your Honor please.
,

(
CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Since I have directed hin

.

to go back to the earlier statements, I am goin to* ~.

I

permit hin to do that ovar the lunch hour. I probably.

.

will excuse the Witness, Mr. Reynolds, although this strikes -

me as a semewhat different situation than our ordinary

situation, because I den't beliove the proffsr in this

instanco could have any effect cn the Witness' answers.

MR. REYtmLDS: I don't kncu what the proffer

is. Out of an abundance of caution, I suggest it would be

wise to have him leave.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Plus, Mr. Reynolda, we h_ve

a different situation in that Mr. Hart hcc been active

in the preparation of the City's case. Ha is, I believe,

your counsel of record in these procacdings, are you not?
- THE WITNESS: I am, your Honor.

MR. REYUOLDS: My point is to the extent he in

now en the stand and he is going to tontify, I think if the

Counsel that le intarrogating him is going to make an offer

of proof as to the direction he is going to go --

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You don't want Mr. Haru.

influenced.by the proffer?
.

'

MR. MELVIU BERGER: We have no objection to that.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.

Can we take a short lunch, again, and c=a back at

|

. , , - - - - ..
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ten of, by the clock on the trall back thera?.-

(
bw S'' (H1mreupon, at 1:00 p.m. , the hearing was

A .. recessed, to reconysne at 1:50 p.m. , this same dirt.),'
\

.
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(
(2:15 p.m.)

4.

! MR. MELVIN BERGER: The Dcparnment has censidered*

r' it

' the pending question and the offer of proof, and we have+

.

concluded that the matter is of such tangential relevance'

.

that we will -rithdraw the pending question.'

- CIIAIEMAN RIGLER: All righ;;.

MR. REYNOLDS: Did the Board grant the

motion to strike the earlier questions that were in the

same area?

CHAIIU4AN RIGLER: It has not, pending receipt

of the offer of proof.

( So I gather you would not oppcce the motion

to strike, Mr. Berger?

MR. IIELVIll BERGER: I'm not sure c::actly

what the motion to strike is covering here.

CHAIR?iAN RIGLER: Let's have counsel for the

Applicants state what is covered by the motion to strike.

MR. BUCHMANN: Motion to strike, if your Honor

please, began back at the beginning of the series of

questions which related to who had drafted the ordinance

in question end why did not the city draft it.
,

.

At that ti:ne I objected and I believa my

recollection is correct; the statement was made that

it would be connacted up in a couple of questions.

ES13

- _ _ .
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arl
You permitted it to go forucrd on that basis

(
inviting a motion to strike if it was not connected up.

.

* (, In view of the withdrawal of the last question,

I think it is quite clear, and I move to strike all of.

the testimony beginning back --- of course, I don't have a

page reference here, the testimony as to who drafted the

crdinance and why the City didn't.

MR. Mh:LVIN BERGER: I believe the probic:n faced

by the City in finar.cing improvemanha is relavant to this

proceeding. We wculd not object to a motion to strike
,

the question asked in rogard to who drafted tho

ordinance.

(
MR. BUCHFJ.Ini: And why th2y didn't do it

themselves. That is what I originally put it to.

CEAIRMKd RIGLER: Mr. Suchmann has asked the

Department if it concurs in the motion to strike the bacis

for going to cutsido counsel.

'MR. I EU/IN BERGER: Defore we state a '.

position on that, I wonder if we might be able to get that

answer read back to see what was contained in it.
.

MR. BUCHMANN: I hope I'm clear that I'm talking.

f( about a whole line of testimony that wac elicited apparently,
.
*

or ostensibly, to show why the City did not draft the

ordinancs itself.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: As to that, we would probably

.- - ..-

%
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grant the motion to strika.

However, the subsequent testimony with
. *

respect to the provisions of the bond ordinance which ware-
.

commented upon by investment counsel in New 'Icrk, I believa,

.

we would allow to remain on the record.

I think that what we will do is permit counsel

to come in after they have the transcript tcmorrow norning

and we can designate specific questiona and lines to be

stricken, but that will be the general ruling of the Board.

MR. EUCEMENM: That is agroeable.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: That is agreeable to us,

too.

i

CIIAIRMIsN RIGLER: Mr. Borgar, you have

additional questions for Mr. Hart?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Yes, I do.

CHAIRMM RIGLER: The Board has been discuscing

some of the questions which were before uc before the
.

luncheon breah. We have a series of commente or rulings

to give to the parties for their guidance.

In light of Justice's withdrawal of certain

'. questions, the issue has become moot as to whether or not

Justice was entitled to pursue thece lines, because they,

,

*

were not included within its chargos and allegations.

_
The Eoard's preliminary vieu was that that line

of question probably was outside tha announced scope of cho

_

9 .
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( Department's case, and on that basic, would be cubject to a

.' motion to strike.-

The City of Cleveland is in a different posturo.
.

*

The question of Knorr-Pennington was raised. We are going to

state the preliminary view of the Board in order to assist

all parties in the presentation of their case and argument..

The so-called Knorr-Pennington doctrina confers

immunity from prosecution. Accordingly, different considera-

tions may apply with respect to license proceedings.

First we know that one is not entitled to a

government licence as a matter of right.

1 Second, there is a benefit being conferred by

the public or by the government. The conferring of the
,

benefit may require a shouing that the grant of the benefit
1

is in the public interest or at least will not assist in

maintaining a situation contrary to the public interest.

Third, and referring in particular to the Unclear

Regulatory Commission, we are not restricted to consideration

of whether the antitrust laws are being violated, but must
1

1consider uhether the policies underlying thoce laws are
i'

\

being jeopardized.

Based on those considerations, we vill permit.-

evidence as to an alleged atte.mpt by CEI to influence

bond issue legislation in a fashion detrimental to MELP

. . _

. -..
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financial viability.
I

We will consider the use and effect of this
.

evidence at the time we make our decision.-

We will indicate right now that CEI did not,

.

violate the antitrust law by opposing MELP or MELP

financing in the Cleveland City Council, but that may not

end our inquiry for the reasons just stated.-

Any findings we ultimately may nake in

reliance on activities of CEI before the Cit'j Council

will be separately set forth in our opinion and findings

in order to preserve the issue on appeal.

Fourth, the issue of CEI, possible CEI cubversion

(. of the MELP'slagal position before the City Council by causing

MELP's bond counsel to acceed in detrimental amendments is

not covered within the scope of the Neerr -Pennington

doctrine.

Nonetnaless, such an attempt, if any, 'could .ba -

relevant to our consideration.

The City has made such cnarges. Specifically,

the counsel Brueckel failed to oppose detrimental amendments

'. in the City Countil, and the 3nteckel affidavit, albeit
4

in a different context, in the context of the disqualification
..

*

proceedings directly controverted that issue.
f

It is apparent to use right now that thero is a

conflict, that there is a charge, and there is a rebuttal

..

.%. . .-e. .e - - ~ , -_=
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to that charge which denies the charge in its entirety.
(

This means that we will be forced to consider

[ evidence on this point.

(_
This also points to the problems of Squire,.

*

Sanders' representation separate and apart from the dis-

qualification icaue.

We can see right now that in order for the City

to prevail, if it does prevail, on the chargas that it has

made, it may be necessary for them to call as witncsces

in these proceedings Attorneys Brueckel and Lansdale,-

and then you would have the most unfortunate situation
,

of the City trying to impeach counsel which formerly

( represented it, and I think that might become an

extremely untenable situation for Squire, Sanders.

We have also considered the fact that there is, I

don't believe, any allegation and we know of no evidence,

certainly none has been received, but nono has been alleged,

to exist with respect to whether CEI induced its counsel

to have another member of the firm give advica in the course

of the City Council proceedings which would not be entirely

, consistent with the best interests of the City.

Going back to Knorr-Pennington, we have indicated that
.

for CEI itself, either through its counsal .cr oven through its.

law firm to attack the position of MELp befora the City

Council would not violate the antitrust laws.

.

,,, , * - - .
'
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We do consider that to at least be uithin the
,

,

"i:re. unity from prosecution" provisions of I:ncrr-

.

Pennington..

The problem is further ccmplicated, however,
,

'

by the fact that Mr. Lansdale is both v. director cf CEI

and a member of Squire, Sanders, and apparently engaged

at least in peripheral converections with Mr. Brueckel.

We are wrestling with this prob 1cm. It is

very delicate. It is vary troublesome. We make no accusations.

We make no charges. But they are before us, whether we like

it or not.

I will ask you to take these factors into

( consideration, Mr. Buchmann, and confer further with

respect to the advisability of your firm to withdraw

separate and apart from any motions that are now pending.

In the meantime, with respecc to Mr. Hart's

testimony, we are shutting that door to Justice since it

was not included within their chcrges.

We have had the rule that once a witness is

called, all parties should question that witness to develop

his full line of testimony so that it is not necessary to
,

1

recall him.
.

Under the cirecmstances before us now, I think<

it would not be appropriato for Mr. Hjelmfelt to go into these

areas with Mr. Eart at this time, even if it necessitates

. - . - - - . - . .

|
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the recall of Mr. Hart at some further time.
(

Hopefully, at some point along tha line, we
.
, , will have the benefit of Appeal Soard thinking, plus

(
the benefit of the second Lic'onsing Board which considered

.

'

the disqualification motion.

That may be obviated if Squire, Sanders reconsiders

the pressures which are inherant in having its people on

the stand being crcss-e::amined with respect to their

fidelity to one of their clients.

#15 CHAIRMAN RIGLER: If the Department has other

lines of questions to address to Mr. Hart, they can

proceed at this time.

( MR. BUCEMANN: If Your Honor please, I will, of

course, take this matter back. |

|

Would it be appropriate at this time, however,

I
in regard to your rulings on F.norr-Pennington to take the i

;

exception now?

And I also would make one inquiry. With due

respect, I tried to take down what you were saying as |

clearly as possible. Do I understand the Board to have

- accepted the fact that changes in the bond ordinance in 1,

(. question that were detrimental to MELP vere made?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Absolutely not..

That charge has been made, however, and we have
,

,

indicated because of the nature of the charg2 and because
|

!
.

e -m-e.

>
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we find that charge to be outside of the scopc of
.

Knorr-Fennington, if there was subversion of counsel, that
,

' *
.

we would have to consider evidence relating to that point.

: .

The Board, I want to emphasize, has made absolutely
.

.

no -- and I underline that -- prejudgment of any of these

issues.
.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman --

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Wait. Before you go on, it is

not necessary to take specific exceptions to Ecard rulings,

of course.
,

We did indicata that we uculd treat this issue

- discreetly in our opinion. Nonetheless, Mr. Reynolds has had

(' it before us earlier.

I also indicated our views were tentative.

They may be subject to change upon final argument, but I

wanted you to know our thinking at this tims.

MR. REYNOLDS: I was going to note an e::ception

on behalf of all Applicants, and that has been taken care

of.

I would like to add that Mr. Hart has not bean

'. designated as a witness on behalf of the City. In view of

that fact, I do have some question ac to the Board's

statement that the. City vculd have opportunity at come'

later date to call Mr. Hart.

It seems to me that the City's -- availability

, _ - __.

, _ . .
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[_.
of Mr. Hart to the City is within the confines of the

direct case of the Justico Departm3nt at best, and ho has

- - not been designated as a City witness.
(

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Let 2- r.mplify our ruling.,

.

It may be that having made these che ges, the

City intends to present evidence r21 sting to them through

some witness other than Mr. Hart.

I was indicating that the City wculd not be

estopped from trying to support its allsgatienc. They may

do it tlirough someone other than M . Hart.3

The usual rules would apply with respect to the

scope of cross-examination here.

MR. REYNOLDS: Fins. 7.2at is all I was trying

to clarify.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Hart, will you rasume the

stand.

Whereupon,

ROBERT HART

resumed the stand as a uitneas on behalf of the Depar.tnent

of' Justice and, having been previously duly sworn, was

'. examined and testified further as follows:
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mr. Hjelmfelt, was I correct
.

in my understanding of the City's pcsition?-

MR. HJELMPELT Hell, yes, I intend to have

another witness who will testify na to r.his matter.

. _.
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,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: But was I correct with respect

(
to the charges the City has made?

MR. HJELIIFELT: Yes.

. . (
,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Mac I corract with respect
*

.

~

to the City's intent to pursue these chargec?

MR. HJELMFELT: Yes, that's correct. I'm not --

if I'm precluded at this point frca going into these

*

matters on cross-examination, and the Department is pre-

cluded from bringing them out on direct, even though they

'

may be related to other matters on direct, and normally I

could cross-examine on them, may I seek leave to amend my

witness list to include Mr. Hart as one of my witneases?

t
end 15t

.

e

e

O

,

L

%

.- . . . _ . . ..
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CHAIP21AN RIGLER: I don't knew how we would

(.' L6
.

rule on that,11r. Hjelmfelt.
,

.

f'
I see no basis fo rfou to have anticipated

,

cross-examination on the subject, since it probably was not*

within the scope of direct by the Department, since it
9

was not included in their chargos and allegations.

7tR.HJELI! FELT: I might address this

latter in a formal motion.

xx DIRECT EXAMINATION (Condd)

. BY TtR. F1ELVIN DERGER:

O Ftr. Hart, has ';GLP made any attempts to obtain

bulk power supply from sourcas other than by self-generation?
,

A. It it nay please the Board, I wonder if I could

say something before Ianswer that question?

I'n appearing here tcday pursuant to a

subpoena issued by the Department of Justice. I wanted to

stato that for the record.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I'm aware of that. I believe

I signed it.

TIIE WITNESS: Okay. To answer your quesiton,
,

.

sir, yes.

k.
. .

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:*

.

O What attempts has MELP Made?

A. We have been to other entitics,17e have

been to Buckeya Pcwer, and they have indicated to us
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(
~

We have been to the City of PJ.chnend, Indiana.

.

They have indicated to us tnat there is a supply of bulk.

power.
,

.

We have also talked to the City of Orrville,

and that is Orrville, Ohio, and they have indicated to us that

there was a supply of bulk power availablo.

We have also previously been to talk to the

power authority of the Stato of New York, the acronym ,

of course, is PASNY. They have indicated to us that there

is a supply of bulk power there also.

'

G With regard to your discuscions with PASNY,

( have you ever attended nectinga with PASNY officialo?

| A Yes , ' I have.

G When would you have -- how nuch auch meetings

have you attended?

A I only attended one such meeting.

G When was that meeting?

A That was the spring or late winter of 1973.

G Would that be the witner of '73-74 or '72-737

', A No, I'm sorry. It uould have been around

Pfarch or April of 1973.
.

G Nhere was this necting held?*

A It was held at the offices of PASHY in New York<

City.

_ . _ . _.
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g Who attended this meeting?

A There were a whole group of us uho attended.
,

.

{'
There was my ownself. There's a gentleman by the nans of

Bob Decatur from the City of Cleveland. John Engel,*

,

who represented AMP-0. Warren !!inchee uaa there. Thore

were also representatives from the engineering firm of

O'Brien and Gear that were there.

There was a gentleman by the name of Charles

Ellworth. Adam Fubik was there,
,

They also were reprocented by their legal counsel,

a gentleman by the name of Wallace Duncan.

There was George Barry, who was the Executive

Secretary, or what have you, of the Power Authority of

the State of New York.

*

There was one other gentleman, I believe,

that represented the PASNY group and I can't think of his

name at this time.

There may have been other pecple there alco.

I just don't remember.

ES16 a can you relate to us w lat happened at that meeting?
,

A We, of course, made our request to PASNY or

T'OR P.11LK PoiF.R A'ID PASNY indicated to us, yes, there was.

.

bulk power available in a small quantity to the State of

k- . chio, and that if we could do two things that they would

be willing to start the procccc of reallocation of the power

l

i

..-,nnn~-- . . - . - - . - |
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from one of the other adjcining states to be delivered

(
to the state of Ohio.

.

,

They indicated to us that number 1, that AMP-O.

'

which was the group, the bargaining group with which we
,

.

we're there, had to ba the bargaining agent for the State

of Ohio on this issue.

They indicated to us that we had to have assurances

that we could get the power down to Cleveland.

G Were these two matters discussed at that neeting?

A These two mattern wara discussed at thr.t meeting,

yes, sir.

G With regard to the PA5NY power that you said vac

( available in anall quantitient do you remember what that

quantity was?

A The quantity is set forth in the Niagara

Development Act. When you get to the quantity figuro, it

was 30 megawatts.

G Were you or was anyone from AMP-0 told that thic

30 megawatts would be available to AMP -Chio?

MR. REYNOLDS: Objection. I think it is a propor

*

question if he asks if the Witness was told, but the question

( asked whether the Witness was told or anybedy was told.
.

I think if it is rephrased, it would be a proper+

question.
s

. . . - . .
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DY MR. HERGnR:

, hv5 n Mr. Hart, ucre you told by anycne representing
.

[''
PASNY that this power would be availcble to AMP-O?

A Yea, I was. I uns told by Mr. Georgo Barry"

at that meeting.

O Did he make a definite connitment about this?

A He made a definit commitmont verbally, now, as

long as we could moet th,2se two contingencies. ,

G Was there any mention of a written commitment

at that meeting?

A I think we made a request of him to put this down

on paper, but I don't think wa ever had that. I could be

( entirely wrong on that, but I don't think he aver did that.

'O In what form was the request for a written

commitment?
.

A We would have just verbalized it.

G You indicated Stat you asked for a written

commitment. What was the form of the written connitment

! that you asked for?

A Well, wo would have made a request that he state

in writingy just what we wers asking here. In other words,

( that the power was availible to the State of Ohio and that we
,

'

could have the power, if we could nect these two contingencies.

G Did he accedo to that question?

A I don't think he ever did. 1

-

~9'"
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0 Did he say that ha would accede to that request?

A. I don't think he said either one uay or the other
.

.

at that tine.
{'

O. After this meeting, did MELP attempt to neet the
.

two conditions set forth by Mr. narry?

A. We tried to meet those two ccnditions.

Rener.ber, we were vorhing through tha bargaining

agent called AMP-0 Anything that was done was at our

instigation but AMP-o had to actually do everything.

NtP-O did, in f act, try to accomplish both of

those things.

O Did they actually accomplish both of thcae

(- things?

A. Mell, no, because, remember, in order to get

the power to Cleveland, you have to cross the service

area of CEI and CEI has never allowed us to wheel that '
.

PMNY power.

However, that was the number two centingency.

Number one contingency was that NtP-O wouId

be the bargaining agent for the State of Ohio, and ue would

get assurances from Governor Gilligan saying there was
-

no other bargaining agent and so AMP-O did turn out to be
.

.

the bargaining agent,

(. O Were any arrangements for the transmission of

that power fren PMNY to the City of Cleveland nado?

-
- '- - - - - - . - - - . - _ . _,
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A Yes, they woro.

(
0 What arrangements were m.do?

.

. - A The arrangements were that pending tho --

pending CEI giving their consent to wheel the po:rcr across
,

* their service area, that therewould be a reallocation and

that these 30 megawatts would go to Allegheny Co-op.

Se that is what is happening at the precent time.

G Were any arrangotents made to transmit the

power from PASNY to the City of Cleveland?

A Well, che arrangement that we have worked out

|
ia that the legal counsel for AMP-0 contacted PENELEC,

which is one of those services areas that has to be'

crossed to get down to Cleveland and PENELEC agreed in

principle to allow the wheeling of power down to the

I
Cleveland area.*

The Counsel for AMP-O also centacted CEI.'

,

They asked them if they would wheel the power dcun to the

City of Clevelcnd.'

Of course, CEI calne back and said

no.

', G Was this CEI response in writing?

( A Yes, it was.
^

G Nero there any arrangements made to get the*

power from the PASNY station to DEUELEC7

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chair. man, I would lik=: to

- _. _
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have a little more specificity in the ques c^ ica. As I(
understand the Witness' testimony this whole area has

,' /

concerned arrangements or activitics regarding an entity
\

. called Ne Ohio and not having cnything to do with

.

activities by the City of Clevoland or this Mitness,
particularly.

I think that if we don't have,before we continue

down this road, some indication of the basis for this
;

Witness testifying to it, that it is an object.tonablo

question and an answer should not be percitted.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Do you have any comncnta

to supply, Mr. 3erger?

\
MR. 'CIL7IN BERGER: Perhaps I can ask the

'

Witness a fewquestions to arrive at the foundation.

BY MR. MESNIN BERGER:

(L Nhat is AMP-O?

.MS-0 is a nonprofit corporation of se:re 52A.

municipals in the State of Ohio of which Cleveland, Ohio,

isone of then.

! CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We have testimony relating
.

. to MtP-0 Infact, we have a lot of duplicative testinony
_ right here which I'm permitting for the moment.

*

Concentrate on !!r. Hart's knowledge of how

MIP-0 was making the arrangenents and his personal knowledge

of Cleveland nenbership in AMP-0, if you will.

. .-...
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BY MR. MELVIN 3ERGER:

G tir. Hart, following the r.coting with the l' ASHY.

,

f'- official, were you kept infoned or woro you inforr.ad of.
-

,

,' the progress that was made toward complatir.g the two require-

metns that PASNY Had set down in that naeting?

A. Yes, I was.

(L And do you kncu what arrangements, if any, were

made to transmit the power from the PASNY etatica to

PENELEC?'

,

MR. BUCHMANN: I think I will object to that. We

don't know by whom he was informed er anything cf the cort.

Even if he was informed, it is hearsay.

(
CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The quotion as stated can be

answered, the questidn of whether he was informed.

THE WITNESS: *le.9 ) I was.

MR. MELVIN DERGER: Can I have the inut question

back?

MR. BUCHMANN: Ese h.3d answer d t.at, your Honor

please.

The question was , what was it.
'.

(The reporter read the record as requested.)

THE WITNESS: Is it all rightto answor?
.

-
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Yes.

( THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.

. . . . -. - .
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BY MR. HELVIN DERGER:g-
s .

G What arrangements were nade?
.

*
A. The arrangenents were that PA3t!Y would allocate

the entire 30 megawatts to Allegheny Cc-cp and Allegheny-

Co-op would heap that 30 megawatt: until the City of

Cleveland could wheel the power through the CEI service

area and that for a period of ad infinitura Allegheny

Co-op would keep sevan and a half megawatts.

So the only amount of power available today

to the City of Cleveland fren PASITI uculd be at 22 and a

half megawatts.

O I believe you may havo nisunderstood the question.

(
Perhaps I did not phrase it quite correctly.

Do you know what arrangements were mcde to transmit

the PAS!!Y povmr from the PASITY station in New York to

PENELEC?

A. No I don't because that was a . arrange!r.cnt botJeenr

PASNY and Niagara Mohawk.

.

e

*
J

,

o

ES16

-_. ~. . _ . . . . _ . . _ . . _ _ .
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.

Q ,You. say that was an arrangenent between

PASMY and Niagara-Mohawk?
.
. . A Right. ,

Q But that was availabin?
,

.

A That was available, right.

Q Do you know if that PASUY power in still

available to the City of Clavole.nd today?

A It is my understanding it is still available

to the city of Cleveland today if we could wheel it.

Q Since the time when the City received CDI's

letter indicating that they would not wheel the PASKY

power, has the City made other inquiries of CEI

( about wheeling that PASUY power?

MR. REYUOLDS: I will objact to the form of the

question,

CHAIPJfAN RIGLER: Rephrase it.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Mr. !! art, I believe you testified about --

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Just ask if there were any

,

subsequent inquiries.

* MR. MELVIN BERGER: Thank you.,

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:(
.

Q Mr. Hart, were there any subcequent inquiries-

i

about uheeling PASHY power, subscquent to CEI's letter? ;

A Yes, there have been.
j

.

.1& . - - ,
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(, Q Can ycu tall us when these inquirios have been

mcde?
.

A We have made the inquiry every time wo have,
7
\

gotten together with CEI, whether on an informal basis,

.

cr a formal basis, and this has been an ongoing thing.

Q You say "wo" have been the inquirers. Who do

you mean by "wo"?

A I have mado the inquiry. I think the Director

of Public Utilities, Fred Kudukis, has made the inuqiry.

Mayor Purk has made the inquiry. Carl Rudolph,

president of CEI. It has been an ongoing thing.

Q Has CEI responded at all to those raquesta?
( '

A They have responded, all right.

Q What have they responded?

A Their continuing responce is that wo cannot -:icel

the power through their service area.

Q Who at CEI has made this response?

A As I mentioned, Carl Rudolph made it. Donald

Hauser has made it. Lee Eculey. The a::-general counsel

has made it.
*

If you want me to keep going, I can keep on going.,

( Q I think that is sufficient.
.

*
MR. REYNOLDS: E:-:cuse me.

Could I get read back the answer just bofere

the witness identified a number of people and said they said

..
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it?
(

(Mhereupon, the reporter read from the
.

record, as requested.)<
..

BY MR. MEfVIN 3ERGER:.

,

O I believe you mentioned that atter. pts had,

been made by MELP to obtain power from Buckeye?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Sofore you go to that, what

do you mean by cannot, or what did CEI tall you they meant by

cannot?

THE WITNESS: They didn't indicate anything

by "cannot." They meant would not.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: There in a big differonce.

( You testified they said they could not. Are ycu referring

to physical impediment in the system, not enough capacity?

THE WITMESS: No, sir. This has never been an

issue. At any time I have talked to CEI, there has never

been that type of issue.

In other vords, the fact was that they said we

would not do it. It was never a question of whether they

could or had the capacity. It was c' r ys we would not do it.

', I am referring to the Don Hauser letter of

August 1973, when he said for competitive reasons we will
"

~

not wheel the power. That has been their standard

policy statement.

MR. BUCHMAIM: If Your Honor please, there is no

.

-w- -w -o+e, - ~ ~ ~~-
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fact issue on that point.
?

i

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I juct wantcd to clear it up
.

in my mind. When he said "cannet," I was thinking thero,

\

might be some --
,

.

MR. BUCEPANN: If it assista you to cles: it

up, there is no issue taken on that point.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGE2:

Q Mr. Hart, you stated before that MELP has

attempted to gat power from Buckeye; is that correct?

A Tha t's correct, sir.

Q Have you personally been involved in that

attempt?

(. A Yes, I have.

Q Who have you contacted or spoken with at Buckey' ?c

A We went down and talked to Mr. Howard Cumsino,

down there, and he is one of the chief officialc.

We talked to the engineer Scun thero. His
' t- .

name is Jack.

Q You said "we." Who do you mean by "ve"?

A There was another gentleman. Ralph Meistar.

; Q What was Mr. Meister'c position c.t tho time you went

to Mr. Cummins and Mr. Jack? |

A His title with the City of C:.eveland is-

|
system analyst, I believe, which in the sene title ha might

have had when he worked for CEI.
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O What inquiry did you nake to Eucheye Pcuar at
('

that time?
.

MR. RL"Zi? OLDS :. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman..

If we could interrupt -- could we get ths time?,

.

We have been talking about a time. Could uc get the

witness to tell us uhat the tima period is?

BY MR. MELVI}I BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart?

A The time period would have been, I believa,

April of 1975.

Q What inquiry was made of Suckeye Power?

A We made the standard inquiry to the.m, asking them
( if they had any excesc capacity or, in other words, if

they have electricity that they could cell to the City of
Cleveland.

Butekeye Power, or at least the two gentlemen-

we were talking to, indicated they did have'what they called

seasonal power. And seasonal power was that pouer that

would be available from May 15 of the year up until about

September 15.

', Q ilhdt did you do after this meeting with Mr.

'

Cummins and Mr. Jack?;

, ,.

* A We then -- not after the maeting, but at that

meeting with them -- we drafted a letter to be addrecsed

to the City of Cleveland, saying this pcwcr was available

..
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and then wo took this letter back with us to the City of

(
Cleveland.

.-

.

We then sent a copy of thia letter along with a.

'

letter from Ohio Power which wa had previcucly solicited
.

'

from Ohio Power, and wa then made inquiry of CEI as to uhother

they would wheel this power to the City of Cleveland.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to havo marked

for identification as DJ 177 c latter from nobert IIart

to Karl Rudolph, dated July 9, 1975, with an attachmant

which is a two-page letter frcm Fra)Lk N. Eien, 3-i-e-n,

to John Engle, E-n-g-1-e, noting a copy to R.H. Moister, and a

second attachment which is a letter frem Henard Cummins to

( Ralph H. Meister, dated April 15, 1975.

(The documents referred to were

marked DJ E::hibit 177 for

identifica tion.)

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Is this the letter you just referred to in your

testimony?

A Yes, it is.
,

; MR. BUCHMANN: Which latter? There are three

of them there.
.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:.

0 Mr. Hart, was the first letter sent, the lotter

of July 9, 1975, sont to Mr. Rudolph with attachments?

.
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A Yes, it vas.

(
0 What were those attachmentc?

.

A It was cent with tho attacirnents dated July 2,.

1975 from Frank N. Bien to Mr. John Engle, and this
,

'

letter, by the way, is a letter I referred to as being

solicited from Ohio Pcwcr saying that Ohio Power vould

wheel the power frca Buckeye and there was also attached
,

to it this letter that I have referred to earlier that was
drafted the day -- April 15, when we were in the offices of.

Buckeye Power.

The four of us sat down and drafted up this

letter, and these t'o attachments are attached to the

( letter that I wrote dated July 9,1975 to Mr. Rarl

Rudolph.

MR. MELVIM BERGER: I would liho to novo DJ 177

into evidence at thic time.

MR. BUCHMAMN: No objection.*

MR. REYMOLDS Continuing objection on behalf of

Applicants other than the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Company.

* CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The continuing objoction is,

overruled. Justice Exhibit 177 is ad:aitted into evidence.
.

O

.

- . , - .
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(DJ E:chibit 177,

t
'

previcusly marksd for

,'
_

identification, was raccived

'

in evidence.)
.

*

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, af ter dua July 9 lettar,did you have

any discussions with CEI regarding this letter?

A As I remember, we did have diccussions. There

might not have been any discussions directly involved
,

with this, but there was a meeting in Mayor FQrk,'s

of fice and Don Hauswer and Karl Rudolph were in -aptendance.

We did informally discuss this. We asked that

this pcwer be wheeled up to Cleveland.

MR. RTINOLDS: Excuse me jus 6 a minute.

Mr. Chairman, on the copy that I have of thic

document that just came into evidence, the top right-hand

corner, the names Mr. Saunders and Mr. Charno appear.

I don't know whether that is part of tha document that Mr.

Hart can help us with, or uhother it is something that

Mr. Charno can help us with; but I think we ought to have

an explanation of what that is..

,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Perhaps we should disregard it.

~

MR. CEARNO: That would be appropriate. As.

indicated, this copy was sent to the Dop_rtment of Justice.
. . _

CHAIPJ!AM RIGLER: Arc those internal Juctice
.
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names?
(

MR. CHARIIO: Yes, they are.
.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Is there a pending question?' g
\

. (Whereupon, the reporter read from the
.

record, as requested.)

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

O Mr. Ucrt, what was the responca by CEI?

A Negative.

O What do you mean, negative?

A I mean that they said that they would not whcol

the power up to the City of Cleveland. I should possibly

qualify that by saying that they put in the requirmont

i that yes, they would wheel, but they than said based

on our being able to buy a like kind at a like price, that

was stipulation number one, and stipulation ntwber tuo -

was that there would be no conspiratorial inpedinent to the

supplying of this powar to the City of C1svaland.

I asked them on numerous occasions at that

meeting what they were talking about, and I have yat to find

out the answer.

'. So if you come full circle on the ':hings, you come

up with the answer I indicated earlier. The ansuer is still
.

* no, that they will not uheel power.

Q Have you specifically asked ac to what those

terms meant?
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,

A I asked the president of tha company and I
,

(
'

asked their general attorncy, and neither one of th2m trould
.

. _ answer me. The answer is still I don't know.

, Q Who are these two gentleman?
.

A Karl Rudolph,'the president of the company, and

Don Hauser, who is the general attorney.

- Q I believe you alco mentioned earlier -- testified

*

earlier that the City had sought bnik power supply from

Richmond, Indiana; is that correct? '
-

A That's correct.

O What is the nature of the contact that tQe City

.

had with Richmond, Indiana?

x. A I went with Ray Crystal to the state of

Indiana because I understood that they had exceso capacity.

I talked to the superintendent of the Municipal

Light System there. He did indicato that they did have

excess capacity, and that they trould cell the electricity

to the City of Cleveland.

O Do you recall the amount of c:: cess capacity?

A To the best of my recollection at this timo, it 1

|

', is 50 megawatts. |

Q You mentioncd that Mr. Ray Crystal went to
j

i
-

Richmond with you. What position does he cccupy?*

A What his legal title is, I don't know. But

he has been assigned to being with ma tinen tre go trying
i
|

, - . . _ _.-
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to solicit different companies or entitien, trying to find

(
bulk power supply.

.

Q Does Mr. Crystal work for the City of C1cveland?.

A He is an employee of the City of Cleveland in
,

.

the Division of Light and Power, yac, cir.

Q Were inquiries made as to how the power wocid be

transmitted from Richmond, Indiana to the City of Cleveland?

A Yes, it uould be transmitbed through the -- let

me back up.

'

The City of Richmond, Indiana is interconnected

with the Indiana and Michigan Power Company. Indiana and

Michigan would uhee.~. the pcwer to Ohio Powe- .
I

Ohio Power would wheel the power to CEI, and then

it would come to the city of Cleveland.

O Have you had any indications that Indiana and

Michigan and Ohio Power would be willing to whesl that

power?

A Yes, I hava, on parts of your question there.

That is a two-pronged question you asked thero.

The one power company, Ohio Pcwcr, has an-

agreement with Amp-0,under Schedule A of that agreement wculd*

,

be ab1:3 to wheel pm7er across the aervice croa cf
.

Ohio Power..

So the ancuer to your quection there is yes, thay
-

.

would wheel.

. . . - . -.
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The other part of your questisn is would Indiana

(
and Michigan whec1 the power. I!y best ansuer there in I

*

don't know.,

We want in and at the same time talksd to Mr.
,

*

Coppers, I believa his name ic, who is the cuocutive

vice president of Indiana and Michigan Pouer Company.

We asked him if he would give ua en indication

that they would wheel the power across Indiana and Michigan

service area, and what Ray Crystal and I came away with was

we will not whcol until you work out your differencss with

CEI.

I asked him if he would put something like this

( down on paper with me. He flatly refused to do so.

- I wrote him, indicating that this is the way I

perceived the meeting to havo gone, and he wrote back to

me and said no, I was all wrong, that what he was really

saying was that -- you would have to road the correspondence

because it comas out the same way.

MR. BUCHMANN: I object, Your Honor. The

correspondence is the bast evidence in that case.

,
THE WITNESS: It was addresced to r.e, if I may,

sir.

CHAIR 3IAN RIGLER: I would sustain that cbjection..

Do you intend to maka the correspondence a

matter of record?

._ . _ _

9
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MR. MELVIN EERGER: I 1:elieve that correspondence

( was on our document list, although I'm not cure that we

~

had all of that correspondenca..

'

CHAIPNJi RIGLER: Particularly uharo Mr. Hart
,

'

is testifying as to the contents of the lotters, the

letters should be put in evidence.

MR. MELVIN EERGER: We will nahe that available

as' soon as possible. Perhaps at the next break.

BY MR. MELVIN BERG 2R:

Q Mr. Hart, I also believe that you tcatified

that the City had some contact with Orrville with regard

to obtaining bulk power; is that correct?

( A Right. Right. Right.

Q Could you explain what the nature of that contact

was?

A Well, it was a very informal contact. I was at a

meeting. The superintendent of the plant there, his name is

Ray Williams. I indicated to Ray Williams that the City of

Cleveland would be interested in buying excess capacity that the

City of Orrville had.

,
Ray Williams said there would be excess capacity

and there would be an interconnaction with Chio Power in
.i

'

December of 1975, and yes, we could have any excess -.

capacity.
. . _

.

Q What is Mr. Willians ' position?

.

< - m . + mm e sy -. n ea s - ~ ..m.-

1 *
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1

[ A He is the superintendent of the light pinnt, !

believe. What his official legal title is, I don't kncv.,

.

{ - Q With regard to the power frcm Richmond and
'

from orrville, have you spoken with CEI about the
t

' possibility of them wheeling that powcr to the City?

MR. BUCHhANN: I'm corry, I didn't . catch

which power you were talking cbout.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q The power from Richmond, Indiana and the

power frem Orrville.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Take them separately.

DY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
i

Q With regard to the power from Richmond, Indiana,

has there been any discussion with CEI about possibly

wheeling that power?

A To the best of my recollection, there hasn't been,

other than the meeting in Mayor Purk's office in August of

1975.

Q What about the -- have you spoken to CEI with
.

regard to the possibility of wheeling power that may be- 4

.

.

available from orrville?

(
,

A No, I haven't.'-

, CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What was the responso at the

meeting at which you brought up the possibilit,sof wheeling

pcwer from Richmond, Indiana?

|

.
*

,c-- ,
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THE WITNESS: The response was the same we heard

(
all along; that we would be villing to wheol non-.

,' preference power if you could meet these two roquireacnts:('
~ Number one, that we he able to buy a likts kind

.

.

and like price.

And, number two, that thero be no conspiratorial

impediment.

You have to treat the bulk power and Richmond

as about the same thing, I suppose. At least, I do.

MR. REYNOLDS: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

Since we have asked the uitness for the

response, could he alco give us what the request was so

( we know what they were responding to?

There has been no testimony as to what the

nature of discussion was except that it was a matter

discussed in Mayor Purk's office.

Since you asked him to relate the recponse, it
,

1

would be helpful to know what it was that was requected. |.

THE WITNESS: Mayor Purk was asking that CEI

wheel this power from third-party sourens. And then as pa-t of

,
those third-party scurces, Duckeya came up cnd Richmond

( also came up.
t

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
,

O Mr. Hart, have you had any diccussions with

CEI with regard to the possibility of CEI selling the City

.

-2., .v.,,
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firm pover?

( A Yes, I have.
.

Q When would those discussions have taken place?*

A They would have taken place, I think wa made our first,

request some time around -- first request ua -- we made a

request around July of 1975, and that is a r2 quest that is

continuing also.

O Mr. Hart, to when was the request made?

A To the best of my rccc11ection, I think a uroto

a letter off to Karl Rudolph, the president of CEI.

O Did you ever discuss the pocnibility of CEI

solling the City firm power at any neatingn you had with

( CEI?

MR. HJTZd'JZLT: I hara to raise an objection

here, because I think we may be treading on matters that are

confidential at this point and are not appropriate for

discussion.

The witnesa is moro familiar with the cante:Kt of

these. He should be aware of it. Maybo Mr. Ecuser --
|

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Let ma hear the pending

*

question, please..

( (Whereupon, the reportar read the pending
.

question, as rcquested.)

MR. BUCHMAlm: We do not r2 gard the i

discussion of firm power at any acchings uith t'te City of
,

.
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Cleveland as confidential to CEI.

(
MR. HJELMFELT: That is fine with ne, than.

.

.
MR. MELVIN BERGER: Can I he.ve the c.ueabion

'

read back?
.

4

(Whereupon, the reporter res.d the pending

question, as requestad.)

MR. BUCD' ANN : Could we have a minute to

talk with Mr. Hjelmfelt?

CHAIRMAM RIGLER: Yes.
,

(Pause.)

MR. HJELMFELT: Mr. Chairmar; I vould liko

leave to discuss this with the witness for a moment, if I
-

( might, with CEI's pe:rmission and agreement.
t

What I want to do is ascertain what the

City's impression of these discussions is.

CHAIRMAE RIGLER: He is Justice Department's

witness; but hearir.g no objection, the Board won't raise any.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: We have no objection to that. ;

!

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We vill take a five-minute

break.

; (Recess.)

. MR. HJELMFELT: My objection is withdrawn.,
.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Could we have the last

question?

.

, .-

M
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(Whereupen, the reporter rocd the

(. . pending quentien, as requestsd.)
.

CHAIDSti RIGLE3: Eo you unnt to rsphrase it?n
f
\ ..

BY MR. MELVIM EERGEP:,

O Mr. Hart, did you peri:icipate in discaccions
.

with CEI regarding the sale of firn power b-1 CEI to MELP?

A Yes, I did.

Q When would that have occurred?

A It would have occurred all during the lattor

part of 1975 and is continuing up until the present time.

We are talking to Mr. Jack Lansdale of Squire, Sanders &

Dempsey.

O Han an tgracnent bcen reached?

A No, there hasn't.

Q Have you received any accurance fron CEI uith

regard to any agroment on firm power?

A Mo, I just continued *,ith the cano thinJ. It

ccmes out the same way. No. Wo .;culd be glad to givo you

firm power, let's sit ecwn and talk abo'it it. That in all

we end up doing.

'. Q You mean negotia+.ing?

/~ A Megotiating, yes.(
.

CHAIm!AN RIGLER: Has Clevoland procented any firm

proposal to CEI?

.

THE WITNESS: Yes, cir. Mt; racont proposal

. .--
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( _
vent over there on Tabruary 6, which was just four days ago.

CHAINtAN 3.IGLER: tinen you say your most recent
4

proposal, did you have an earlier writte.n proposal?
*

THE WIT!!ESS: los, we did, sir.
.

As I mentioned, we made a for:nal request, to the

best of my recol.*.ection arcund July. A'c that timo I cent a

proposal over and there have been counterproposals that

have gone back and forth since that time.

MR. MELVI:1 DERGER: Sefore the brock, I believe,

Mr. Hart had referred to two letters or exchange of
,

correspondence betwaan himself and Mr. Coppers of Indiana

and Michigan.

(' I would li.kc to have marked for identidication

as DJ 178 a letter from Mr. Hart to Mr. R. M.

Coppers, dated October 9, 1975.

(The documant roferred to

was marked DJ 178, for

identification.)
BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, I would like to ask you if this is the

letter you had reference to before?-

,

-( A Yes, it is.

CHAIRMAN I.IGLER: New this in being marhod

( DJ 1787

MR. MELVIK BERCER: Yes, sir.

l

. . . -

;
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i .
CHAIRMI.N RIGLER: And can yo2 rer.d for us the

\~
internal identificat. ion number at the bottom?

.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I believe it is 70000669. I,_<

(
would-like to move that DJ 17G de ainitted into evidence.

.

MR. BUCHEANN: I o'oject, if Your Honor please,

unless we see the response of 10:. Ccpper. The

controversy over this, if you rcmczaber, was the interpreta-

tion.

MR. fiELVIN BERGER: I have looked for the response
.

to it. I do not have that" document. Mr. Hart says he

may have a copy of it in his car, but he is not curo.

CHAIEMAN RIGLER: We will defer receipt of 178

(
\ into evidence until the response letter has been located.

MR. BUCIH(ANN: May I inquire of counsel from

the Department if that means that the Departncnt never

received a copy of !cr. Coppors' letter? They received a copy

of DJ 178.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: To the best of ny knowledge
,

we have never received a copy of that letter. I can't find it

in my files.

, BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, at the time you fir 0t becano familiar
a

with the MELp situation in late '72 or 'ato '73, was

there an interconnection between the M2LP cysten and the

CEI system?

-.
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A No, there was not. To the best of my recollection.

~(
Q Subsequent to that tima, was thero any construction

~

work that was done on effecting an interconnection?

A Yes, there was the 'G9 kV interconnection.
.

Then from thar. we wont to the 130 kV interconnection.

O With regard to the 69 kV interconnection, was thera

a dispute at one tine between CEI and MELP about payment

for that interconnection?

MR. BUCHMANN: This Ir.atter has been handled ;

before the Federal Power Commission. I don't know what

connection it has with the iscues in this case, in any event.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I believe wo had already

( had a similar objection with regard to matters that were

handled before the FPC. A ruling was handed down on that.

I believe the matters I will be inquiring into hers were not

directly related to the specifics of the FPC order.

But; dealing with another matter that is tangential to that

order.

MR. BUCIEANN: I inquired as to how it is

relevant here.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Where are you going on thisi .

,

line?

*

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Well, do you want na to say

that in the presence of the witness or not?

MR. BUCHMANN: I have no objection.

.

- * . h
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;

MR. MELVIli SERGER: Could I have the lact
'

( question read back, pleace?

-

(Whereupon, the reportar raad the_

question, as requested.)
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Tha question to you is

where are you going if wo permit you to continue with this

line.

MR. fELVZN BERGER: There are two documents that,

I will be using in this line relating to efforts by CEI

to delay the interconnection, and this disputa was part of

that effort.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We will permit it for a while.

( MR. MELVIN BERGER: Can I have the last

question read back, please?

(Wher.2upon, the reporter raad the

question, as requested.)

THE WITNESS: Shall I answer?

Yes, there was.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

O What was the nature of that dispute, Mr. Hart?

A The nature of the dispute was tchether we had,

actually tendered payment. We had cent over to CEI a

| purchase order and the dollar amount was $52,000, as I
'

rcmember. A purchase order to the City of Cleveland is like
I

l

a certified check.
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CEI did not consider that scod enough however,
(

and so the dispute arose as to whether they shculd finich

.

doing the work at thair end, and if they had finished this-

69 kV interconnection,wa wanted to usa it in a synchronous mode
,

which would have mada all of the difference in the world

to the City of Cleveland.

CEI continutd to incist it could only be used

in a nonsynchronous modo, which really*put a burden on the

City of Cleveland and made -- any tina there was a breakdown,

there was an outage.

In other nords, the cervica in the municipal

service area was intarrupted. Whereas if it had been on a

(- synchronous basis, the electricity would have flousd back

and forth, and there would have been no cutage to the cuatcmers

of MELP.

Now, this $62,000 purchase order was sent over

to CEI by, I will say, August of 1972. They kept the purchacc

order for 16 months. They refused to act on it. And they

refused to complete their work.

So consegaently, as they said, we can't use this

- interconnection in a synchronous mode. And so -- vall, that in

what the fighc was over at that time.
a

MR. BUCHMANIh If Your Honcr pleace, I'm

sorry. I don't want to interrupt the witness, but if the

witnsss is finished, I move to ctrike all of that ancwer

4

. .-
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after the reference to the purchazo crder of the City of
(

Cleveland being like a certified checic.
~

7 A? tor that, the rehrencen to tho synchrenous

or nonsynchronous modes up to the rasumed testimony about.

the $62,000 purchace order, and fin.nly on the last

sentence again abcut tho synchrencus acde;that matter

was before the Federal Power Conmiccion and there is no quasti@

about that.

- MR. REniOLDS : I join in thato'ojection on
,

behalf of all of the other Applicants.

CHAIFILtdi RIGLER: Talat vill be denied.

MR. REYl@LDS: May I maho an inquiry? At the

(
carlier point in tirc.e when the matter of the Padoral

Power Commission litigation cana before the Eoard, tha

Board deferred rulir.g until such time as the Applicanta

had an opportunity to furnish the Board a briof.

We are in tho precess of doing that.

You have now overruled the objection in this

instance. I would like to request that wo got the caso

- treatment with respect to this particular motion until cuch

*

time as we have had opportunity to prosant that pocition

(. to the Board, and whatever the other side wishoc to present.
A

and 17

- . . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _
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hwl CHAIPJUtM RIGLER: I see a difference in the
i
cl8 ruling we just made and the earlier rulinac requesteil with

.
respect to PPC activities.

It seems to no his ancwor to the pending question
.

does not nocessarily get na into an area uhern the primary

expertise of the FPC coraes into pl y

If the testimony is directed to the deley

tactics which is its announced purpo:,c, according to the

Department, then this evidence would be receivad with

respect to that allegation, depsite what went on at the

FPC.

I do see sufficient differe.nca to cause me not

to paus and await your brief, before we overule the

pending cbjection.

I had not forgotten your earlier reservaticns. - ,-

MR. REYNOLDS: I'm trying to get that to you, as

soon as I can with everything else.

. Let ne just ask the Board, though, the question

of delay, specifically, in the conte:-:t tiaich the Witness

testified 3as a mattar that was in litigation and is in

- litigation before tha Federal Power Ccaniasioa in that

very sense.

.

The charge was nade there of dels.y similar

to the ene here and is being fully litigated.

I'm not sure thr.t the Dcard is, ct this point,

awara of that. If that is the casa, than my questicn is

. -- .- . . . . . . .-
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bw2 whether the Board's ruling at this particciar time might

be reconsidered when we era able to estchlish that the
.

7 matter in litigation before the Federsl Pourr Co. mission ic
i

identical with the eno that is nou being discussed and.

was referenced by the Witness.

C11 AIRMAN RIGLER: If the FPC renderad a decision,

I think we night lika to take that decicicn under
.

advisement. ~

.

On the other hand, I don't sac that eno

necessarily excludes the other.

MR. BUCHMTtNN: Your Honor, with respect, may

I ma':e one point. I know I shouldn't argue aftar you

k
have ruled.

I trust the Board is aware that I did nto attempt

to strike the portions about us sitting en a purchare

ordar or something of thatsort.

I wanted to chrike that part saying uc could'

have been operatink GynchroncWJ17 in the face of the fact

that the Federal Power Consission had ordered us to function

nonsynchronously.

'

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Arc you Unying there is

an P'0_Or"3 vhich forbi'as you from operating in a
.

synchronous fashion with the City?

MIt. BUCII?WG: Which ordered that 69 hv

interconnection to ha operated ncnsynchroncurly. Those

. _ _
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bw3
' j,. *

orders are in evidsnce he.re.

MR. HJELM?ELT: I don't believe there is any
.

~ order of the FPC that would prchibit the operatien of the

.- interconnectica in a synchrencus manner. It required as

a minimum that there he a nonsynchrcnoub temporary

emergency interco nmenction which is not frcs of r.r.biguity

in itself. In any event, the order did not pro'tibit the

parties from operatir.g synchronously.
! (Board conference.)

.

CHAIitMAN EIGLSR: We hear your argument.

'
We are going to cdhere to our ruling.

.

' BY MR. IMLVIN BERGER:
/

(
G Mr.11 art, was the City advised of CEI position

in this matter by letter?

A. We were advised by the City -- by CEI of CE7

position by letter. Yes, I believa Lee Hewley of CEI wrote*

the City of Cleveland on at least one cccasim.

And the City of Cleveland wrote back to hin
,

also, by the way.

MR. MELVIH BERGER: I would like to hava marked for
-

.

identification as DJ-179, a letter fren Lco HCwicy to

Raymond Kudukis, December 21, 1975. I believe it is in the
.

packat of papers which I gave you earlier this morning.

The subj e nt ic " Re 69 hv inte rconne ctien. ''

-_ __ . _ _

m - -
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g (The document referred to

was acrhed E::hibit DJ-179
.

(' for identification.)

. BY tm. !ELVIU BERGEn:

G Mr. Hart, is this the letter you just referred
.

to?

A. Yes, it is,

MR. IELVIN BERGER: I would lika to hcVe marked

ad DJ-100 a letter from Paymond Kudukis to Les C. HOJ1ey,
,

dated January 18, 1974.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You narkod as 179, Department

(__
Document 00016656, and you are marking as Department

Exhibit 180, the document with the internal departr.ent

number 011225?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: That is correct.

(The docurcant referr:d to

was marked E:dtibit

DJ-180 for identification.)
BY 1m. f1ELVIN BERGER:

.

3 fir. itart,. have you seen DJ-100 before?
. .

4 I'm sorry; which is 11T-180?,

'
~

4 'he Janua.m.f.13, 1974', letter.T

'

' A. ' Yes, I ha')m. I have a draft of that.

O Is this the letter you referred to befora in your

_ _ _ . _ , .. -
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testimony?
.

A Yes, it is.

.

MR. MELVI1 BERGER: I would 'ike to .v.ove that

(
' DJ-179 and 180 be admittad into evidence.

e.

MR. BUCHMMM: Continuing w/ cb$cction, beca.use

of the FPC matter and by the uay I point out to you that

DJ-180 was copied to the Federal Power Ccamission which,

I think, confirms my view that this controversy was thero.

Other than that, your Hcnor please, I have no
,

objection.

MR. REYNCLDS: I will make the continuing

objection on behalf of the othar Applicants and anlo will

( join the objection, because thcee were documento that were part

,
of a litigation before the FPC and, therefore, should not be

used here.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The objection will be cvarrulad

and we will receive them into evidence.

(The docenents heretofore marked

Exhibits DJ-179 and 130 for

identification, woro received

in evidenen.)*

1

ES18
e
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BY MR. MELVIN BERGEI::

Q Mr. Hart, subsequent to the January 13, 1974
.

letter, did CEI cash the purchace order?-

(
A I believe they did.

.

CHAIPRAN RIGLER: Did the City go to them

during the 16-month period and ask CEI why they had not

cashed the purchase order?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

As a matter of fact, at thic time the letter of

January 18 was written, the purchase order had not been

cashed. It was issued back in the middle of 1972, I believe

it was.

( So here you have a continuing period here whera

this purchase order had not been cached or used.

CHAIR:!AN RIGLER: Did the City go back to CEI after

16 months or so and ask what was happening?
:

THE WITNESS: The City went back on occasion

to ask what the problem vas. It was to ycur advantage to,

use this piece of eculpment in a synchroncua node rather

than nonsynchronous mode, t

MR. SMITH: Is your purchase order a draft on a-

I' bank?
..

THE WITNESS: No, cir. According to Section 105, I

think it is, of our City Charte , money cannot be

decertific.d once a purchase order has been issued, which

.. .
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means that any supplier knows that there cro clanyu
.

. funds behind that purchase order. If ycu underctand what
e

I mean. The fund can't be used for any other purpose..

'

They have a purchase order outstanding and the funds are
a

encumbered at that point.

That, sir, is the same as a certified check, but

it is slightly different because a municipalicy works on an

appropriation. He d.o not work on the -- lika in the sense
,

of a certified check, but that is the closcat thing we can

come to in trying to describe wha'c a puechase ordar is.

MR. SMITE: This would be prescnted to the city

treasurer and upon d.emand, then they could get --

( THE WITNESS: That's correct, sir.

We are seying by this, thero is S62,000 in

funds standing behir.d this purchase ordar. Any time you

present this to the City of Clovoland, we will then pay you.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGEE:

Q Mr. Hart, has the City of Cleveland had an interest

in membership in CAPCO?-

A We have had an interest in CAPCO, yes, sir.

MR. BUCIU&dRT: Could I have that question and-

answer read?
.-

(Whereupon,the reportar read from the

record, as requested.)

,

. . . . , . . . . - - - . --
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BY MR. MELVIN EERGER:
i

-Q Do you know if a request was ever nade of CEI
.,

or any of CAPCO companies requesting mestership in CAPCO?

A Yes. The City of Cleveland did make a request,

for membership in CT.FCO.

MR. MELVIN B2RGER: I would like to havo marked

as DJ 181 a letter from Herbert Whiting to Earl Rudolph,

dated April 4, 1973, and bearing Juctica document number

00006955.

(The document referred to

was marked DJ Exhibit 181,

for identification.)

- BY MR. MELVIN BERG 3R:

Q Mr. Hart, is this the request you just referred

to?

A Yes, it is. I helped draft this.

Q Mr. Hart, has the City also had an interest

in obtaining participation in nuclear units?

,

A Yes, it has.

Q Has the City made a written request of --

*

A Yes, they have. I'm corry.

Q Has the City mado a written restest of CEI for
.

access to nuclear units?

A Yes, they have, sir.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to have marked as

*

b. '
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DJ 182 a ~ Letter frcn Herbert Whiting to Karl Rudolph
I

dated April 1973, and bearing Justice docenent number
.

... 00006954.

(The dccurant referred to
.

was narkcd DJ Exhibit 182,

for identification.)

BY MR. MELVIN BERGIR:

Q Mr. Hart, is this the request you just spoke of?

A Yes, it is. I holged draft thic.
4

Q With regnrd to DJ 181 and 132, do you know i-f

copfes of these letters were sent to partiec other than the

addressee?

A Ho, I don't think they were.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would lille to Itcve that DJ

181 and 182 be received into evidence.

MR. EUCHliANN: I object to introducing pieces

of this correspondence, please.

CHAIPlG.N RIGLER: I think he will probably get,

_
to the whole series. If he doesn't you can renew your

objection.

MR. BUCHMANN: The JuGtice COpartment hasn't even-

designated the whole series.
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Well, in 2:he group of documents
|

that Justica has put before uc for une in connection with

this witness, I notice the next ene appears to be a reply

,

+~
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.

from Mr. Rudolph.

- MR., BUCH GUN: I'm suggesting, Ycur Honor,

*

(_
that that is not the whble series.

CHAIRMAli RIGLER: Un vill take it up whsn we come
. .

.

to it.
.

MR DUCHFAUN: If I can do it; on cross, fine.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Yes.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, was a recponse raceived from Mr.
.

Rudolph?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Wait a minute. Didn't you

move these two into evidence?

(_ MR. MELVIH EERGER: Oh, yes. I 'rt corry.

MR. REYNOLDS: Continuing objection on bahalf

of other Applicants.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: That vill be overruled.

DJ 101 and 192 uill be received into evidence.

(DJ 181 and 182, prGvicusly

marked for identification,

were raccived in evidence.)

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:.

O Mr. Hart, uns a response from Karl Rudolph

.

received?

A I forget whether or not it was frca Karl Rudolph,

but there was a response received on both of these.

.

~. --a
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MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to have marked
,

for identification as DJ 183 a latter frcm Karl Rudolph

.

to Herbert Whiting, dated April 17, 1973, and bearing
,

( .
Department of Justica document number 00006953.

.

(The document referred to

was marked DJ 103, for

identificaticn. )

BY MR. MELVIN BEF.GER:

O Mr. Hart, is this the response you had

reference to a mecent ago?

A Yes, sir.

MR. REYNOLDS: I object to that. The question

( asked earlier went to the two pieces of communication.

I withdraw it.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to move that

DJ 183 be received into evidenca.

MR. REYNOLDS: Continuing objection.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The continuing objection

will be overruled. We will receive DJ 103 into evidence.

(DJ 183, previcusly marked

for identification, was.

received in evidence.)
~

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

0 Mr. Hart, did the City evantually have some

discussions with CEI with regard to -- in rasponse to Mr.

-
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Rudolph's letter of April 47
(

A Yes, we did. You caid April 4. You :nean April
.

- 17, do you not?

O I ste.nd correctad. It is April 17.,

MR. MELVIli SERGER: I would like to have marked

as DJ 184 a letter f rom Herbert Witing to I.ee P.owley,

dated April 27, 1973, and bearing Department of Justice

document number 0000G952.

(The document referred to .

A was marked DJ 184, for

identification.)

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
,

Q Mr. Hart, have you scen that document before?

A Yes, I have.

Q Was this sont to Mr. Hculey of CEI in prcparatien

. for a meeting?

A Right. I helped prepare thic one also.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to r.ove that
'

DJ 184 be admitted into evidence.

MR. REYNOLDS: Continuing objection.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Continuing chjoction is
-

( overruled. 184 will be received into 2vidence.
.

(DJ 184, previously. marked for

identification, was received

in evidence.)
.

..
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BY MR. MELVIN BERGEF:
|

Q Mr. Hart, did the City cubse.'uently submit a
.

- proposal to CEI regarding CAPCO mambarchip and participation
k.

in nuclear units?
.

A Right. We sent a joint dccuraant over to them

that provided for both of these things, both CAPCO

membership and participation in nuclear units.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to have e.arked

for identification as DJ 185 a letter frcm Herbart

Whiting to Karl Rudolph, dated August 3,1973, which

contains an attached proposal entitled " Proposal for

.
Membership in Central Area Power Coordination Group and

('
Participation in Nuclear Units."

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What is the internal inumber?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: 00006962 through 51.

('Ene dccument referred to

was marked DJ 165 for

identification. )

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
i
.

Q Mr. Hart, is this the proposal you had reference

to a few moments agc?-

A Yes, it is.
.

O Do you know why this proposal wac prepared?

A It was in responce to a whole series of

conrrespondence that was going through here. It: was our

,

,, . . . _ ~ . , ~ ,x n_. .--n_, . . . . . . -- - -
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.

proposal to them. Uar specicic proposal in order to tr-f

to get member. chip in CAPCO and participation in nuclear

.

_ units.
\

end 19
.

6

-|

\
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GL Did the City ever have meetings with the
S20

CAPCC members other than CEI?
.

A. No. I think CRI was designat2d as the person
-

( hwl

we should deal with.
.

You notice that this document here you have just

identified, was sent'to the CAPCO nenhors and it is my

understanding that CEI indicated to us that they were the

negotiating arm for CAPCO in their danlings with the City

of Cleveland.

So we never did deal with any of the other

members of CAPCO.

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: Who made that representation
(
\ to you that CEI was the authorized agent of tha ot:ter

members?

THE WITMESS: There is some correspondence, I

believe. I don' t know who the i:.dividual was, but I can

dig back and find cut who it was.

MR. LERAC3: I move to strike the Witness' an.wa r.

It is obviously based on speculation, if he cannot remeriser

who told it to hin.

CIIAIRMAN RIGLER: May I hear the answer?*

(The reporter read the reccrd as
O

requested.)

I!R. LERACH: I add to my chjection the ground

that it violates the best evidence rule.

_.. .
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MR. MEININ BERGER: Mr. Chairman, I believe that
i

document is already in evidence as Applicants 25.
.

MR. RETJOLD: Mr. Chairman, I uculd like to'

(
,

move to strike on the basis that the answar was non-r

resonsive to.Ce Chairman'n quenticn. I believe the Chairman

asked the Witness who it ucs that' informed the Uitness.'

CHAIrd1AIT '.tIGLER: The objection will be overruled.

The Board has referred to Applicants Exhibit 25, which is

addressed to fir. Whiting. It dcac indicate that

Mr. Rudolph is responding af ter discussion with other

members of the CAPCO group.

MR. LUCHMANN: Can wc havc the data en
(

that, so it is in the record at this point?A

CIIAIRMAIT RIGLER: August 13, 1973.'

!!R. REU! OLDS: If I may, I don't believe thnt in
,

the question you ached the Uitnens. I have no prcblem

refreshing the Witness' recollection or going with the

correspondence, bt I believe you asked the Witness who it

was who informed the Witness with respect to the fact that

CSI was operating a3 a negotiating arm for the other
~,

.-

CAPCO members.

I don't believe the Witnass has responded
.

to that.

THE WITNESS: Mculd you mind if . I
,

answer that?

. . - . . .- -

|
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CI! AIRMAN RIGLER: Yes.

. THE WITNESS: This letter you have a copy of

there, the originals of all of these letters are kept in ny-

(
own files, so it wou.'.d have gono frem, as you have indi:: ated,

.

. Carl Rudolph to J. Whiting, who was the man I work for.
'

He would have given it to me and it is in my files.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Did anyc".e inforn you.

_
personally or did your knowledge come about an a result

of the Rudolph letter of August 13.

THE WITNESS: It came about as a resul.t of this
letter.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to move that DJ-185

f be admitted into evidence.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Hearing no objection,

Department Exhibit 105 will be admitted at this time.

MR. BUCIU4 ANN: Could we inquire as to the

underlinings in that exhibit, please?

I don't mind them being here. I want to know who

put them there. In the letter. I'm sure they weren't

in the original and in the attachment.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: This document was produced.

'

to the Department by CEI. We have no way of knowing who
'

underlined portions cf the document, and we are not relying

on the underlining.

_ . _ . _
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(The document previously narked

bw4
Exhibit rd NO. 125 for

~

identification, was eracaived in

' evidence.)
.

BY MR. ?ELVIN BERGER:

G Mr. Hart, subsequent --
,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Let me go back a step in

184, Mr. Whiting, in the letter Mr. Hart assisted in

drafting, requested certain basic CAPCO documents. Do
,

you intend to find out what became of that request?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Yes, I will.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

G Mr. Hart,. referring to the April 27, 1973, letter

for a moment, request for certain CAPCO documents, a

request for certain CAPCO documetns was made.

Do you know whether that rcquest was acceded

to by CEI?

A. It was at least a portion of it that they

sent back over to us.

There ware three itens we had asked

for in that letter. I don't think they supplied us with-

everything we asked for, but they had gone as far as
.

they felt they possibly could. I think possibbf that

scme of the documents as of that time. April 27, 1973,

had not been finalised yet among the members of CAPCO.

- - . . . .-
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bw5 I think there is correspondence on thct that

(
is subsequent to ':his also.

1

MR. CHARNO: Mr. Chairman uns there a ruling~
'

(
on 1857'

.

Cl! AIRMAN RIGLER: It was admitted.

MR. Cl! art!O: Thank yet.:

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
'

G fir. IIart, subsequent to the August proposal,,

for participation in nuclear unit and membership in

CAPCO, did the City meet with CEI to discuss that proposal?

A Yes, we did.

n Do you know on how nany occasions you might have

3- met with CEI to discuss that proposal?'

t

A As I remenher we put it off and put it off

and it was some time in December of 1973 that we finally

got down and met with each other.*

O Where was this meeting hold?

A It would have been held over at C3I.
_

G Who was present at that neating, do you recall?

A I was present. I believe Georic Chuplis was

present. Mr. Goldberg, Lee IIOwley was there. Don Haucer
- -

'
,

was there.

.
CEI had a whole staff of engineers. We might

have had one engineer also and I forget who that would have

been at that time.

- . . . -
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Do you racall what the purposo of that meeting-

V
t vas?

A. Well, the purpoce of the meeting was supposedly-

(
to discuss what you are talking about here, mmbership

.

in CAPCO and participation in nuclear units.

Q. At the start of thatmeeting or some time

during thstr.eeting, were you handad a document by CEI

which was in response or which was -- well, in response --

a response by one of the other CAPCO compani-as to "tha

August proposal?

i

A. Yes, we wore. There was a letter by .s

Ftr. John Arthur, who I believe at that tine and maybe
I still isf president of Duquesne Light and Pcuer.

Tha letter said, in effect, no, you cannet

become a nember of CAPCO.

MR. BUCIU4 ANN: I object to move that last

out. Ife wasntt asked to summarize the letter, and he is not

entitled to do it,in any event.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: We will strike the portien that

reads "The letter said, in effect, you cannot b.acome a

, member of CAPC"). "

( MR. itELVIN BERGER: I would like to have narked

"
for identification as DJ-18G, a lottar froM John Arthur

to the City of Cleveland, O'Tio, attentien, Honorable

Ralph Purk, Itayor, which bears Juctice Document t!umher

_ _ _ _
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011131. This is a one-page docunent.

(The document referred to was-

.

marked E::hibit DJ-186 for
.

identification.)

HR. LERACII: I wonder if I could request the source

of this document from the Justice Departnent?
,

MR. MELVIN BERGER: The source of this document
,

is from the files of CEI.'

I MR. LERACII: How do you knov; that?

MR. MELVIN BERGER: Fron our internal document

number.

/' MR LERACH: Fine.
(

MR. BUCHMAtiN: Could you ho'd up the document

you are looking at, because we have some confusion.
,

ES20

.
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BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:('

O Iir. Hart, with regard to this document, do you
.

recall seeing this document or comething similar to it before?

MR. LERACH: I object to that question. It
,

is vague, ambiguous, compound.

MR. REYNOLDS: I object.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:
.

Q Mr. Hart, do you recall cecing this doctraant

before?

A Yes.

O Was this a document you just referred to?

A This is a document I just ro2 erred to, yes,

( it was.

O Was the copy you received signed by Mr.

Arthur?

A No, it was not. Because 1 believe a couple of

days before we had received a signed copy from Mr. Arthur.

There are two documents that say the same thing. This is a

reconstituted document. There was an original which Mayor

Purk received in the mail, which I subsequently received.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to mark for-

identification as DJ --
m

,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: How did you receiva th0

document.which hs.c been designated Justice Es:hibit 186?

THE WITNESS: Your Honor, this unc handed

,
_
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t

out in the meeting in December 1973 by Lee towicy.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to :itark for
.

(_
identification as DJ 137 a letter from Jchn Arthur to

.
'

-the City of Cleveland, attention Honorable Ralph Purk,
,

,

Mayor, bearing Department of Justico document number 011129.

(The document referred to

was raarhed DI 1S7, for

identification.)

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: That continuca to 011130 internal

departraent number.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: That's correct. This is a

two-page document.

b BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

Q Is there a copy of the sigacd letter you

referred to in your tastdriony?

A Yes, this is a signed of the original which

Mayor Purk had received.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What was the date of the

meeting where you received a copy from Mr. Eowley?

THE WITNESS: To the best of ny recollection,

- sir, and I don't want to push it here, but I think it was

( December 13.
1

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to move that DJ
.

|

186 and 187 be admitted into evidence.

MR. LERACH: I would like an offer of prcof en

.-- -.
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186.
...

CHAIIUG.N RIGLER: I don't know that you arc
.

entitled to it. This in not an unsponcored c::hibit.

MR. LERACH: I an unfamiliar with the distinction,

that you aro not permitted an offer of proof as to any picco

of documentary evidence. But if that is the Socrd ruling,

that is the Eonrd ruling,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I think this also speakc for

itself. I won't require that.

MR. LERACH: It is an unsigned letter not

on my client's letterhead that wac shown to the witness

three days af ter he received a signed copy of the co.raunica-
/

\ tion on the company's letterhead.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I thought you were referring

to the one that was signed by an officer of your conpany.

I will permit the offor.

MR. MELVIN DERGER: Thic document would ba

offered as proof that this letter was given to Mr. Hart

by CEI at this December 13 meeting as explained in Mr.

Hart's testimony.

*

CHAIRMisN RIGLER: That has bean testified to.

/ In other words, what conclusion can we fraw
.

from that? I want to leavo a little problem that come

of the Board members have boon having abcut the
s

Department's casa thuc far with you:
|

|

.

_
|
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On none of your document:: or evidence, you hand

them to us and when we ask you fer the offer of proof, it in a
.

'

little vague and it doesn't quito joll.
(

This is a goed o:camplo. If you have concthing,

you want us to consider about the lotter, tell us uhat it is

so we know.

MR. SMITH: If you don't do that, and than in your

proposed findings you come up uith comething cisc, then
- your candor will be suspect.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: My delay is not that I don't

wish to give the offer of proof, but I'm attempting to frame

one that I think would be appropriate for this document.
(
x I think we would try to show by using this

document that there was scue typa of joint action

between the CAPCO companies in responding to Cleveland's

request for CAPCO membership.

MR. BUCHMANN: If Your Honor please, on behalf

of CEI, I want to join in that objection. If there uss

joint invidious actions by the Illuminating Co:tpany.

Certainly by revealing this letter as has been testified
-

was behaving in an odd fashion. Thoro is no indication

as to the time when the Illuminating Company got this
.

document in relationship to the time when the original

( letter was mailed to the City of Clevaland. There is

no indication that thoro is prehnceledge here.

. _ . . _ .. ,,_ _
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C9 AIRMAN RIGLER: There was no pending objec-

tion. There was merely a request fcr an effer of proof.
.

Taking your objection as an objection, it will bo ovor-
(

ruled.,

I might say that your argu.nent cocms to go to the

weight that the Boexd should accord to this letter. The

offer of prcof was that there was joint action. I don't

believe it rises to that level.

'

It may show joint consultation between the

CAPCO members.

MR. BUCHMANN: Consultation in regard to uhnt,

if it is not in convoyance of the action.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: In response to granting

CAPCO membership to the City of Clevoland.

MR. BUCHMANN: How can that inference be

drawn if there is no testimori in this record as to when
we got the DJ 186.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The document itsolf may create

the inference which might be rebuttchic, by you, if Mr.

Howley could explain when it came in.

The fact that the draft document was in the*

'

possession of CEI and was delivered does create in ny
-

,

. mind that there was joint consultation.

MR. BUCHMANN: May I suggost for the record that
. . _

there is no indication that it is a draft.

.

. - - . . . - . .

.
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CHAIRMAN RIGLER: There is if you compare it and

(
I'm not going to prolong this by arguing with you. If

.

you ccmpare it to 107.

MR. BUCHMAHN: With respect not unless you know whicD
,

came first.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You may argue time and Weight

ci it. *

MR. LERACH: Mr. Chairman, since I uns the one

'

that asked for .the offer, I nsver got a chance to make

my objection.

The evidence is repetitive. It does not go to proven :

things for which it is offered. I appreciate that cases

have to be built slowly and so forth, but it is more or less

like putting a cow in evidence and saying you are going to

prove it is a horse.

You don't have an absoluto right to put something in

a record and say I'm going to show X, Y, Z happened when

it has no relationship to it.

.

MR. RFINOLDS: May I have a turn?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: You may.

-' MR. REYNOLDS: I do want to mako an objection

on behalf of Ohio Edison, Toledo Edison and Ponnsylvania
.

'?ower with respect to both of these documsnts in addition.
,

to the objections that Duquosne has separately made, and

CEI'had made.

.

.

k_ .
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To the e: tent that the Justice Departnent is

( seeking to establish by virtue of its code numbers on

*

the bottom of its dccument that thic is a document that

(
-

came from CEI files that is not probative and I would
.

object to this document on its -- I would chject to any

effort by the Department of Justibe to relato this

document to CEI files simply by virtue of code numbers on

the bottom of it.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: They could como back and request

an admission. We don't have that problem with respect to

this document because the witness identified it as

-

identical to one he was furnished by tir. Howicy at a

meeting early in December.

MR. REINOLDS: I would like to make a fint.1

point:

This document was never turned over to Applicante

in response to discovery request of '.hr City of Cleveland,,

and it was one that uas called for and I would object on

the ground that if this was indeed handed to the City

as we have heard testimony to today, it should have been

produced in response to the discovery requast.,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: By the City?

*

MR. REYNOLDS: By the City.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: The City isn't offering it, so

that won't go to the Department's attempt to introduce it
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at this time.

( .

Then it goes to the weight.~~ MR. REYliOLDS:
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right. The o'cjections

(

are overruled. We will rocciva 186 and 107 into,

evidence.

(DJ 106 and 187, previously

marked for identification,

were received in evidence.)

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I remind you again, Mr.

Berger, come to the point on the offers of proof. I hope

you see that the Board does have a problem 1:ith just

telling us it means something that your witnecs has caid
,

s or on the face of the document is appe. rent.

If you want to go somewhero or establish

something, you have to start telling us uhat it ic.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

O Mr. Hart, vere you also given another letter

by CEI officials at that December maeting?

A Yes, we ware.

MR. MELVIN BERGER: I would like to mark

for identification as DJ 180 a letter from Lee Howley*

to Herbert Whiting, dated Decerber 1,1973, and
.

bearing internal document number 00006936 through 37.

b.

-_
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(The documonc referred to
(

- uas narhed DJ 180 for
.

idantification.)
(.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:,

Q Is this the letter you just reforred to aa being

handed to you by CEI?

A Yes, it 13.

Q Was this lettar diccucced at all at thic

meeting?

A Yes, it was.

In fact, the almost entiro raceting uas taken
1

up with discussing the paragraph down at the bottom.

( CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Which parcgraph?

THE WITNEGS: It is the last paragraph, Ycur

Honor. It starts "one of the provicionc." And then it is

the paragraph at the top of the next page alco.

CHAIR!!AN RICLER: So that the record is clear

without reference back to the document, the first paragraph

to which you refer provides that CEI would have the

right of first refucal to purchase power frem the

*
city's participation not required by the City?

THE WITNESS: That's correct.
.

CHAIRMAN RIGLDR: The seccad parauraph refers

to a condition precedent to entering into negotiations

being that the City withdraw any info mal or for.nal-
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petitions or request for anticrua e navim cr oppcsition

(
in any pending proccading before any cCministrativo

*

agency or cocrt pertaining to the Davic-acsac or Porry
s

Units.
.

THE WITNESS: That's correct, cir.

There are two cdditional things in there,

if I may draw your attention to it. Ic it proper to do a.o?

MR. MELVIN DERGDI: I uns going to cover that.

MR. REEOI.DS : .Is thoro a pending question?

CHAIRMAN RIGLFRs There is no pending c,nication,

but Mr. Berger indicatas that in his ne:tt subject.

MR. EUCIHUGH: Enon you referrad to Davis-Basce

and Perry Units, the referenco would include, as you canm

tell from the third paragraph, Scaver Valley, too.

BY MR. MELVIN DERGER:

Q Mr. Hart, vero como of tho iter.s mention 3d or.

the last paragraph of the first page of this document

discussed at that meeting?

A Yes, they wero.
.

O Which of the itelas in the paragraph were

discussed?.

A Number one there is the item of first refucal,

*

which has been mentioned by Your Honor.

Item No. 2, that the City of Cleveland could not

'

or would not, as it states there, sell olectricity belo'u

. . . _ .
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cost and the discussion there contored around :fr.at was
(

'

cost.
.

Then the third item ~ in that paragraph is that
i,

the City would not utilise its other propiratary functions.

or governmental functions to promote tie-in arrangements

to compete with the Illt nincting Ccmpany.

There is the fcurth item which '? cur Konor

mentioned, which as a condition precedent to any sort of

agreement we would have to withdrcw cur petitions in the

antitrust proceedings.

BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

O Mr. Hart, with regard to hte item -- the last

k paragraph of page 1 about selling holow coct, what was the

nature of that discucsion?

A To tell you the truth, what it contered around

was the exact definition of what is cost and cost, I guens,

is something that is not easy to defino. What Mr. Goldberg

pointed out to the other people in the rocm was the fact

that CEI would herewith be able to control the prico that

the City would be charging its cust mers and CEI would in
.

effect dictate what the cost wac, i.e., they w uld then

dictate what the cost at retail would be..
.

end 21

s

4

|

)

l

l
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S22 MR. SMITH: May I interpcse, plar.se.

(
'

'

Was it your understanding that the electric
.

energy referrod to in that clause wassv.1 -

N.
any electric energy produced or sold by the city of,

Cleveland or sold by the City of Clevaland or was that

' limited to unit power, if I'n using the correct-

3

\

expression, f rom nuclear facilities.'

'

TIIE WITNESS: It was my understanding thetthis uns

a broad brush approach at controlling the prices that the

City would be selling to everybcdy.
.

It would be an ccross-the-board, whether it

was nuclear power or what.

3Y MR. MELVIN IiERGER:

k For the record, perhaps you can tell us who
.

'

Mr. Goldberg is our outsido counsel.

G What rosponse was nnde by CEI to Mr. Goldborg's

comments?

A There was lots of discussion back and forth and I

don't think anybody ever ca .c up with a clear meaning

' or definition as to what costs would be, becauso

* Hr. Goldberg has a grcat deal of e::pertise beforc the PPC

in what cost is, and he was pointing out all of the
.

dif ferent methods or techniqu2s of costing and what conting

( really means to difforont people.

CEI never did gut a rc ponne bizch as to uhat they

_. ._
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bw2 meant, though.

~ 0 You indicated that there was also a discussien
.

.
with regard to the first item in the last paragraph of

( >

the first page on the rightof firnt refusal.*

A. That is correcc. They were insisting if wo

- not any nuclear power and let's assume, for instanco,

that we had an excess of capacity, we would have to offer to

resell it back to CEI, and then if they at that point

turned down the excess capacity, then we could go and

sell it someplace else, but they uould have the first

refusal to purchase.

So, any excess capacity that came over a nuclear
.-

unit, we would ahve to sell back to them at .. prices they't

would determin.

MR. ME. VIN BRUGER: Could I have the answer?

(The reporter read the record as raquented.)

, ,

'

.

e

*

%.s

.

i

|

.
'
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eak BY MR. MELVIN BERGER:

(
Q Did CEI explc.in a reason for this propoced

.
condition?

( A Wall, I don't think they ccma out and . ** in so
.

I

many words. I can give you a reason if you would like to

hear it. But I don't think they came out and said it in so

many words.

MR. REYNOLDS: I will objcot'if we are going to

get into that.
,

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right. I think we are at

a good breaking point for the day. We will resume at
''

9:30 tomorrow morning.

( (Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the hearing was

'
adjourned, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday,

11 February 1976.).

.
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